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ABSTRACT

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS IN OLDER ADULTS WITH CANCER: A MULTILEVEL LONGITUDINAL STUDY

Tara J. Schapmire

March 29th, 2012

Data from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) were used to examine factors that influence emotional distress in older adults with cancer, and to learn whether these distress trajectories are different from older adults without cancer. The model investigated the influence of life course factors, internal, external and health-related resources on distress over eight years among a nationally representative sample of older adults ages 50-91.

Methods: This longitudinal panel study tested a multilevel random intercept multinomial ordered categorical model with a two-nested-level structure using empirical Bayes Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation. The model examined individual differences in distress over eight years (2000–2008), testing multiple potential predictors which were either time-variant within-person or time-invariant between-person data measured at five consecutive time periods. All those with a first diagnosis of cancer in 1998–2000 were included in study (n=200) together with a representative subsample of all noncancer cases (n=1190), for a total of 1390.
**Results:** In each step, the model fit improved significantly using the DIC statistic. Overall, 33 percent of sample reported one or more depression symptoms in 2000, and by 2008 the number decreased to 30 percent. Keeping all main effects constant, those with cancer had one percent lower probability of depression symptoms over time than those without cancer. Significant two-way interaction effects were detected between having cancer and absence of spouse/partner in the home, and cancer and lower life expectancy; each resulted in higher probabilities of depression symptoms. A significant three-way interaction effect was detected between cancer, gender, and social support with women with a cancer history and low social support having the highest probability of depression symptoms.

**Conclusions:** Those with four or five depression symptoms at the beginning of the study tended to stay the same over time, while those with one to three symptoms tended to improve slightly. A small significant protective factor of cancer on distress over time was detected. A large protective factor of cancer existed for older adults with a partner present in the home, but cancer became a significant risk factor for distress with no partner presence. The protective factor remained for older adults with cancer and longer life expectancy, but cancer became a significant risk factor for distress with low life expectancy. While there was a large protective factor of cancer among women with high social support, cancer history became a risk factor for women with low social support.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

I think the older cancer patient provides an opportunity for us to think of all the issues that we face in cancer care, including quality of care, access to care, survivorship concerns, and end of life. ~Patricia Ganz (Institute of Medicine, 2007)

It has been estimated that more than eleven million people in the United States live with a past or current diagnosis of cancer, 41 percent of all Americans can expect to be diagnosed with cancer at some point in their life, and approximately two-thirds of those are over the age of 50 (Horner et al., 2009). Yet, cancer mortality rates continue to drop (Jemal et al., 2008). Given the enormity of these figures and the ever increasing number of those surviving the disease, the need to understand the associated long term psychosocial needs—especially for older adults—is more important than ever; of special significance is how those needs change over time.

This issue is highlighted when examining existing empirical evidence. Although a great deal of research has focused on the psychosocial effects of cancer, most studies examined these effects at one point in time and predominantly in the initial stages of the disease. Little is known about how cancer survivors' psychosocial adjustment changes over time and what factors
contribute to the change trajectory; even less is known about older adult cancer survivors' psychosocial adjustment. This dissertation addresses this gap by generating a more complex model of change in emotional distress patterns of older adults with cancer by asking the following questions:

1. Is there a significant relationship between older cancer survivors' life course factors, internal, external, and health-related resources, and emotional distress over time?
2. How is this relationship different for those older adults with a cancer diagnosis vs. those without a cancer diagnosis?

Utilizing a nationally representative sample of older adults allows an increased understanding of the factors that predict emotional distress for those with cancer in addition to comparing those with and without cancer, thus clarifying whether or not cancer itself is a factor. This large, randomly selected sample also provides more generalizable results.

This introductory chapter reviews the evolution of cancer from an acute to a chronic illness and discusses the accompanying psychosocial adjustment issues. It introduces the main concepts for the study and reviews studies of emotional distress. Finally, it argues for the need for research on the unique adjustment issues that older adults face when confronted by cancer.

Problem Description

Cancer as a Chronic Illness

Although diagnosis of cancer still causes great emotional distress, there is much to hope for in terms of survival. The 5-year survival rate among adults for
all cancers combined has grown from only 50 percent in the 1970s to 66 percent as of today (National Cancer Institute [NCI], 2006). The NCI has reported that these increased survival rates are a result of combination chemotherapies which are now the standard in cancer treatment. In addition, vaccinations offer much hope in the prevention and treatment of several cancers. Targeted therapies increasingly represent the therapeutic arsenal, while refined radiation therapies combining maximum precision and intensity to targeted tumors with minimum damage to surrounding healthy tissues increases treatment effectiveness. Finally, the NCI (2006) has reported that treatment for side effects of cancer and its treatment, such as pain, nausea and vomiting, fatigue, and mouth sores is more effective than ever before.

With the improved screening and treatments now available and the subsequent reduction in mortality rates, cancer truly is beginning to be viewed as a chronic rather than a terminal illness (Jemal, et al., 2008). In fact, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) describe chronic diseases as "noncommunicable illnesses that are prolonged in duration, do not resolve spontaneously, and are rarely cured completely. Examples of chronic diseases include heart disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes, and arthritis" (2009, p. 2).

With cancer’s shift from acute to chronic illness, the idea of survivorship has changed and evolved. When cancer was incurable, the term “survivors” referred to family members whose loved one had died from the disease; today a survivor is anyone living with and surviving cancer (Leigh, 2004). With this increase in the number of people living with cancer as a chronic disease—and
even surviving it—more attention than ever is focused on the long term psychosocial adjustment and quality of life for cancer survivors. Socio-behavioral research has become a vital partner to biomedical research in attempts to learn more about the problems faced by those affected by cancer. In addition to medical problems, such as the permanent side effects of treatment, there are emotional and/or social challenges, like increasing costs of treatment, problems getting healthcare insurance, and discrimination by employers (American Cancer Society, 2010). Unfortunately, the accompanying impact on psychosocial adjustment and resulting overall health related quality of life of surviving this disease for many years is still not widely known (Zebrack, 2000; Zebrack, Ganz, Bernaards, Petersen, & Abraham, 2006).

Psychosocial Adjustment to Cancer

In their review of the literature on adjustment to chronic illness, Stanton, Revenson, and Tennen (2007) found that three broad conclusions emerged: "(a) chronic disease requires adjustment across multiple life domains, (b) adjustment unfolds over time, and (c) there is marked heterogeneity across individuals in how they adjust to chronic illness" (p. 567). These conclusions are evident in examining the adjustment response to cancer.

In their review of the cancer-related psychosocial adjustment research over the last 30 years, Meyerowitz and Oh (2009) reported that the literature on resources that predict adjustment has made substantial theoretical and clinical contributions. Within the context of models based on stress and coping theories and emotional-cognitive processing, these personal or internal, social or external,
and medical or health-related, situational resources have emerged as powerful and predominant predictors of psychosocial adjustment to cancer (Meyerowitz & Oh, 2009).

Those affected by cancer are forced into a trajectory filled with uninvited opportunities for worry, stress, and loss. Demands on internal resources, such as one’s ability to adjust and cope, begin even before diagnosis (i.e. anxiety brought on by screening), and continue through diagnosis and treatment related decision making. The lack of external resources which predate the diagnosis, such as inadequate or nonexistent health insurance, low income, and poor social supports, or the loss of them as a result of cancer heightens the inability to adjust and cope. The cancer trajectory forces patients and their families to cope with physically demanding treatments which threaten them with multiple losses including physical disabilities, health deficits, and relationship and job changes. Learning to cope with severe symptoms of the disease and treatment is also challenging. Whether the trajectory leads to end of life or long term survivorship, each brings new psychosocial demands. Unfortunately, the ubiquitous physical, psychological, and social demands and stressors are often entangled as they tax the internal and external resources of patients and families, both resulting from and contributing to each other.

Psychosocial adjustment to cancer is often determined by the presence or absence of both positive and negative responses (Andrykowski, Lykins, & Floyd, 2008). Positive responses include benefit finding (Bower et al., 2005; Carter, 1993; Loescher, Clark, Atwood, Leigh, & Lamb, 1990; Zebrack, et al., 2006), post
traumatic growth (Stanton, Bower, & Low, 2006) and wellbeing (Cella, 1992, 1994, 1998; Ferrell, Grant, & Hassey Dow, 2004; Zebrack, 2000). Common negative psychosocial adjustment responses to those demands anywhere along the cancer trajectory range from the general: i.e. distress, negative affect and depressed mood (Meyerowitz & Oh, 2009), to the specific: i.e. major depression (Breitbart, 2010) and anxiety (Bottomley, 1998; Epping-Jordan et al., 1999) meeting the criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). These negative psychosocial responses are the focus here.

Emotional distress refers primarily to symptoms of anxiety, depression, and adjustment disorders related to the cancer experience (Carlson & Bultz, 2003). Distress, as defined by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) (2009), is a “multifactorial unpleasant emotional experience of a psychological (cognitive, behavioral, emotional), social, and/or spiritual nature that may interfere with the ability to cope effectively with cancer, its physical symptoms and its treatment” (p. 2). This broad definition encompasses distress ranging from common individual feelings and concerns associated with the cancer trajectory to complex symptoms and problems having the potential to hinder patients’ abilities to participate in their plan of care. The term ‘distress’ was chosen by NCCN to avoid the stigma and embarrassment associated with descriptive terms such as psychiatric, depressed, anxious or emotional (Holland, 1997) since these words could become barriers to addressing patients’ concerns.
For the purposes of this study, the literature exploring both depression and/or emotional distress (if depression symptoms were included in the screening measures used) is discussed. The two terms—'distress' and 'depression'—are often used interchangeably when discussing symptoms of depression, feelings of sadness, and difficulty in adjustment (e.g., Alfano & Rowland, 2009; Massie, 2004; Rabkin, McElhiney, Moran, Acree, & Folkman, 2009). In fact, in one review assessing recent research on the detection of depression in palliative care the authors pointed out the following: "The ability to detect cases of depressive disorder may be less important than the ability to detect depressive symptoms remediable to treatment. This is reflected in the recent interest in conceptualising and detecting psychological distress" (Rayner, Loge, Wasteson, Higginson, & European Palliative Care Research Collaborative, 2009, p. 55). For these reasons, the focus in this study is on symptoms of depression as opposed to major depression.

In his keynote address at the Fifth Annual Chicago Supportive Oncology Conference, William S. Breitbart, MD, Professor and Chief of Psychiatry Services at Memorial-Sloan Cancer Center, reported depression has been found to be four times as prevalent in cancer patients as in the general population; most well conducted studies have found the prevalence of major depression to range from 10–25 percent and 40–50 percent in advanced disease (Breitbart, 2010). In another widely cited review of more than 100 studies of cancer patients, Massie found prevalence rates of depression symptomatology from 0–58 percent. Although she found that prevalence estimates varied due to lack of
standardization in terms of population studied, disease site and stage, sample size, assessment instruments, cutoff score, type of interview, and diagnostic criteria employed (including major depression versus adjustment disorder with depressed mood versus depressive symptoms), she concluded that "cancer, exclusive of site or stage of illness, is associated with a high degree of depression" (2004, p. 69).

More recent studies of depression symptoms under the umbrella of 'distress', mirror Massie's (2004) review results. The significance of symptoms of depression and anxiety in cancer patients of all ages has led some to propose assessment for such symptoms as the sixth vital sign, suggesting that assessment of distress should be as important as evaluating pain levels and as routine as checking blood pressure, temperature, heart rate and respiration (Bultz & Carlson, 2006; Bultz & Holland, 2006; Holland & Bultz, 2007; Thomas & Bultz, 2008). Strong evidence of the scope of the problem highlights validity of this recommendation (see Table 1).
Table 1 Prevalence Studies of Psychological Distress (Including Symptoms of Depression) among Cancer Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Rates of Poor Adjustment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derogatis, et al., 1983</td>
<td>Mixed Cancers</td>
<td>SCL-90-R &amp; psychiatric interview</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>47% DSM-III dx; of those 68% were adjustment disorders with depressed mood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farber, et al., 1984</td>
<td>Mixed Cancers</td>
<td>SCL-90</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>34.4% Ψ distress; 39.9% depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanek et al, 1987</td>
<td>Mixed Cancers</td>
<td>BSI</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>27.7% Ψ distress; 32.5% depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabora, et al, 1987</td>
<td>Mixed Cancers</td>
<td>BSI</td>
<td>4,496</td>
<td>35.1% Ψ distress % depression (NR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fallowfield, et al, 2001</td>
<td>Mixed Cancers</td>
<td>GHQ12</td>
<td>2,297</td>
<td>36.4% Ψ morbidity % depression (NR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlson, et al., 2004</td>
<td>Mixed Cancers</td>
<td>BSI-18</td>
<td>2,776</td>
<td>37.8% Ψ distress; 36.3% depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hegel, et al., 2006</td>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>DT, PHQ-9</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>41% general distress using DT 61% reported sadness &amp; 50% reported depression; 11% major depression DSM-IV dx using PHQ-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dabrowski et al, 2007</td>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>34% general distress; of those 75% reported Ψ concerns as source of distress on follow up phone call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sellick &amp; Edwardson, 2007</td>
<td>Mixed Cancers</td>
<td>HADS</td>
<td>3,035</td>
<td>25.7% anxiety &amp;/or depression % depression (NR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graves, et al., 2007</td>
<td>Lung Cancer</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>61.6% general distress (problems with depression most significant predictor, $\beta = .232$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keir, et al., 2008</td>
<td>Brain Cancer</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>52% general distress; DT scores were significantly &amp; positively correlated with patient-reported emotional sources of distress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCL-90-R: Symptom Checklist 90-R (90 items)
BSI: Brief Symptom Inventory (53 items)
BSI-18: Brief Symptom Inventory (18 items)
GHQ12: General Health Questionnaire (12 items)
DT: Distress Thermometer (1 item)
PHQ-9: The Nine Symptom Depression Scale
HADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (14 items)
DSM III (&) IV dx: Diagnostic & Statistical Manual (versions 3 & 4) diagnosis
Ψ: psychological
NR: not reported

As evidenced in Table 1, much of the research on emotional distress started by examining samples of participants with mixed types of cancer while...
recent research has looked at adjustment in more homogenous samples, such as by type of cancer or stage of illness. One of the largest and most widely cited studies, performed at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore (Zabora, Brintzenhofeszoc, Curbow, Hooker, & Piantadosi, 2001) found 35 percent of the 4,496 patients studied were emotionally distressed (true prevalence rates of depression were not reported), and there was a significant difference by cancer site. This study found the greatest distress in lung cancer patients (43.4 percent), followed by brain (43 percent), Hodgkin’s disease (38 percent), pancreas (37 percent), lymphoma (36 percent), liver (35.4 percent), head and neck (35.1 percent), unknown primary (35 percent), breast (32.8 percent), leukemia (32.7 percent), melanoma (32.7 percent), colon (31.6 percent), prostate (30.5 percent), and finally gynecological cancers (29.6 percent), suggesting that those with cancers of poorer prognoses are at increased risk for distress.

Findings from other large studies were consistent with Zabora et al. In Canada, Carlson et al. (2004) found that 38 percent of 2,776 patients studied in an ambulatory cancer center met criteria for general distress and 36 percent had depression; the researchers examined distress levels by disease type, compared them to Zabora et al.’s (2001) study and reported statistically significant correlations between the two sample’s distress levels by disease type.

Likewise, researchers in the UK found that 34 percent of almost 2,300 cancer patients across 34 cancer centers were significantly distressed (Fallowfield, Ratcliffe, Jenkins, & Saul, 2001); rates of depression were not measured separately from distress. Categorizing cancers slightly differently, this
group found greatest prevalence of distress levels in those with central nervous system (CNS) malignancies (51 percent), gynecological (51 percent), gastrointestinal (51 percent), urological (51 percent), hematological (51 percent), unknown primaries (48.5 percent), lung (44.2 percent), other (40.6 percent), head and neck (39.8 percent), muscular-skeletal (36.8 percent), breast (36 percent), benign (32 percent), and lastly skin cancers (27.2 percent). Sellick and Edwardson (2007) more recently reported on a Canadian sample (n=3,035) in which 26 percent met criteria for distress (Table 1). While overall prevalence rates of depression were not reported these researchers detected highest prevalence of anxiety and/or depression in those with lung (40.8 percent) followed by other (26.7 percent) breast (26.4 percent), colorectal (23.2 percent), and finally prostate cancer (14.3 percent).

The results of these larger studies were consistent with smaller previous studies on psychological distress among cancer patients (Derogatis et al., 1983; Farber, Weinerman, & Kuypers, 1984; Stefanek, Derogatis, & Shaw, 1987) (see Table 1). Finally, similar rates of distress have been found in smaller, more recent studies specific to cancer site (Dabrowski et al., 2007; Hegel et al., 2006; Keir, Calhoun-Eagan, Swartz, Saleh, & Friedman, 2008) (see Table 1) with highest prevalence rates among samples of brain cancer patients (Keir, et al., 2008) and lung cancer patients (Graves et al., 2007) (see Table 1 for prevalence rates of distress and any reported results on depression). As these results differ slightly, it has been posited that the differences may indicate that disease stage, rather than diagnosis, may be the more significant predictor of distress (Carlson
& Bultz, 2003; Zabora, et al., 2001). For example, this assertion may support the higher rates of distress in lung cancer patients who are usually diagnosed in late stages (e.g., Graves, et al., 2007).

Failure to recognize and treat the range of negative psychosocial adjustment issues leads to multiple individual and health care system problems, including impaired cognition, weakened motivation and less effective coping (IOM, 2008), increased hospital emergency department and physician office visits (Carlson et al., 2004), decreased decision making capacity (Smith, Gomm, & Dickens, 2003), less treatment adherence (DiMatteo, 2004; Kennard et al., 2004), decreased satisfaction with healthcare providers (Von Essen, Larsson, Oberg, & Sjoden, 2002) and increased time and stress demands on healthcare providers (National Comprehensive Cancer Network [NCCN], 2009; Zabora, 1998). These studies provide compelling evidence for further study of emotional distress and how and why it changes over the course of long-term survival.

**Psychosocial Adjustment to Cancer among Older Adults**

Age is a primary risk factor for most cancers, with about 77 percent of all cancers diagnosed among people aged 55 or older (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2004). In an NCI press release on projects funded in aging and cancer, NCI Director Andrew C. von Eschenbach, M.D. stated the following:

Cancer is a disease of aging and is increasing in magnitude as people live longer. Ending the suffering and death due to cancer by 2015 requires us to understand the behavior of cancer, responses to therapy,
and the after-effects that are unique to the older patient (NCI, 2003, para. 3).

Given these facts, an important contribution to the knowledge base regarding psychosocial adjustment to cancer should focus on older adults. For these individuals who make up the majority of those affected by cancer, the demand on internal and external resources is even greater given their higher likelihood of presenting with a preexisting chronic disease and increased functional impairment and disability (Hewitt, Rowland, & Yancik, 2003). Additionally, increased age has been associated with lower use of all forms of coping among long term cancer survivors (Deimling, Bowman, Sterns, Wagner, & Kahana, 2006), and older adults are at greater risk than younger adults for difficulties with health-related decision making (Finucane et al., 2002).

With regard to normal developmental skills mastery, cancer and its associated stressors and demands on resources can interrupt or delay the activities typically engaged in during older adulthood; for example, older adults might face “unplanned retirement, limitations in grand-parenting abilities, inability to act as caregivers to others in the family, or limitations in their ability to work” (IOM, 2008, p. 32). Given the possibility of increased stressors and demand on resources, older adults affected by cancer may have greater negative adjustment and resulting need for psychosocial support.

The exploration of depression symptoms is particularly poignant in this group as general depressive conditions are very common; they are leading causes of functional disability and potent risk factors for mortality from general
medical conditions as well as suicide in elderly persons (Charney et al., 2003; Conwell, Duberstein, & Caine, 2002; Lebowitz et al., 1997; Lyness, 2004). In fact, later life depression has been called a "major public health problem" (Lyness, 2004, p. 1626).

Further support for the study of symptoms of depression as an appropriate measure of emotional distress in older adults can be found in the aging literature which indicates that depression is one of the most frequent causes of emotional distress in older adults and is one of five top concerns faced by the elderly (D. G. Blazer, 2003; Morley, 2004). The few existing studies of older adults with cancer further highlight the significance of depression in this group.

In a recent secondary analysis of cross sectional data, Nelson and colleagues (2009) examined general distress, anxiety and depression in 716 men with prostate cancer aged 50–93 years (mean age, 68 ± 10 years). They found that aging was associated with greater depressive symptoms. The mean depression scores consistently trended upward with age and remained significant after controlling for stage of disease, hormone therapy use, time since diagnosis, and social, physical, and functional well-being.

In the Canadian study (n = 3,035) discussed earlier, Sellick and Edwardson (2007) found that older patients (those aged 70 years and older) reported significantly more symptoms of depression, and were more distressed overall, than those who were middle aged (between 40 and 69 years) or younger (less than 40). This was the case even though the older patients had significantly less anxiety than the other two groups.
Summary

In summary, the evolution of cancer from an acute to a chronic illness has resulted in an increased need to understand long term psychosocial adjustment issues among those affected by cancer. With prevalence rates of such negative adjustment responses as distress, anxiety, and depression ranging from 26–62 percent in primarily cross-sectional examination, it is imperative to explore how and why psychosocial adjustment to cancer might change over time. As older adults make up the majority of those affected by this disease, understanding their unique psychosocial adjustment needs is vitally important. Given the fact that depression is such a prominent issue for older adults, it would also be informative to compare older adults with and without cancer to further understand and address their psychosocial needs.

Understanding the whole person response to cancer and related treatments has been called for by the Institute of Medicine (2008). Knowledge of predictors of emotional distress in cancer over the disease trajectory would assist oncology social workers in developing better assessment options and interventions to meet patient needs. In oncology settings, social workers are often called upon when patients experience resource and environmental limitations; they intervene to facilitate the strengthening of internal and external resources for those affected by cancer.

Understanding the influences of internal and external resources on levels of adjustment over time would help target critical points of intervention at the individual and social level, as well as improve research-based knowledge related
to the impact of healthcare disparities on individuals and populations. This is particularly timely given the national interest in health care reform.

Chapter II provides a review of the literature related to emotional distress in response to cancer and the various influential risk and protective factors, which are categorized as life course factors, internal, external, and health related resources. Additionally, relevant theoretical perspectives are reviewed with introduction of a proposed conceptual model which integrates those theories and attempts to address a gap in the literature.
CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW

If stress is in the mind, we change people's thoughts. If stress is in the environment, we alter people's world, not their beliefs about the world. If stress is psychodynamic, we dig deeper and intervene earlier. If stress is endemic to life, we may choose to leave it be and move on to more manageable pastures (Hobfoll, 1998, p. 4).

This chapter explores the foundational theoretical literature which informs an understanding of the psychosocial responses to cancer. The first is life course theory (Elder & Shanahan, 2006; Elder Jr., 2002, November; Giele & Elder Jr., 1998, 1998a), a developmental theory which looks at how chronological age, relationships, common life transitions, and social change shape people's lives from birth to death. The second is stress and coping theory (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984), a contextual theory which emphasizes internal, subjective appraisals of resources to cope with cancer and reduce distress. The third is conservation of resources theory (COR) (Hobfoll, 1989, 1998, 2001; Hobfoll, Freedy, Lane, & Geller, 1990; Hobfoll & Schumm, 2002, 2009), an integrated causal model that focuses on both internal and external resources—highlighting objective over subjective resources—and how changes in these levels of
resources can help or hinder psychosocial adjustment to cancer. Finally, a proposed conceptual model is presented that incorporates critical aspects of the theories reviewed and that forms the basis for the proposed research. The variables are then discussed as well as the literature that supports their inclusion.

**Life Course Theory**

Life course theory combines psychological developmental theories and sociology and proposes that in order to understand peoples' patterns of aging as well as their reactions to major life events (e.g. a cancer diagnosis), it is important to investigate the lived experiences of people in contexts (Elder Jr., 2002, November). An important distinction exists between life course theory and developmental psychology models. In their recent book on life course research, founders Glen Elder Jr. and Janet Giele (2000) referenced the work of Baltes (Hetherington & Baltes, 1988) as an example in explaining that developmental models, including some in the life span field, typically focus on individual development in a "typical life course": the typical pathway from early childhood into adolescence and adulthood. From this perspective, Elder and Giele note that life course variation is not recognized as a potential source of behavioral change. "Such variation is of primary interest to the life course specialist, along with variation by cohorts and historical context" (Blossfeld, 2009, p. 6).

According to life course theory, events are combined in event histories or trajectories that are compared across persons or groups, focusing on differences in timing, duration and rates of change. Research questions derived from this theory seek to understand both individual characteristics and system properties
and how both individual and system dynamics have an effect on how people experience life over time (Giele & Elder Jr., 1998). The theory asks for research completed within a longitudinal framework where it is possible to follow the impact of earlier events and feelings on later ones as well as the interaction of these events within a given social milieu (O' Rand, 1998).

Certain specific themes and principles for investigating people are set within this theoretical perspective; they provide much of the framework for the proposed research. They are presented here with discussion of how they may be useful in understanding adjustment to cancer among older adults: interplay of human lives and historical time; timing of lives; linked or interdependent lives; and human agency in making choices.

**Interplay of Human Lives and Historical Time**

Development and aging are seen as lifelong processes which are dependent on historical time and place, thus the concept of a *trajectory*—a long term pattern of stability and change, involving multiple transitions (role and status changes) becomes useful (George, 2009; Hutchison, 2008). Peoples' lives can encompass many different and interlocking trajectories such as family, work, health, and psychosocial adjustment trajectories. With the study of individual and family life trajectories, researchers noted that persons born in different years face different historical worlds filled with different options and limitations, thus the birth year *cohort* concept is illuminated (Blossfeld, 2009; Hutchison, 2008; Riley, Johnson, & Foner, 1972; Ryder, 1965). For example, given the advances in cancer treatment and resulting increases in survival in the last 20 years, the
experience of cancer in older adulthood will be very different for a "baby boomer" (the cohort of individuals born in the post-World War II baby boom) than for someone born in the depression era (late 20's and 30's). While "cohort effects" (Blossfeld, 2009) have been found in sociology and labor market analysis (Glenn, 1977), less is known in the psychosocial and geriatric oncology realms. In their recent examination of cancer and aging from a gerontological perspective, Blank and Bellizzi wrote:

Everyone dealing with cancer now is experiencing a diagnosis and disease that is literally different from what their parents and grandparents experienced. Also, period of time is intertwined with cohort, such that persons brought up earlier when cancer was seen as a death sentence and not talked about openly may not respond to the changed environment in the same way as younger cohorts. Although it is not clear how cohort may affect the cancer experience, cohort effects are inextricably linked to 'age,' that is, chronologic age (2008, p. 2752).

Timing of Lives

Elder's principle of timing is based on the research of Neugarten (1996) who developed normative and subjective meanings of age in the 1950s. Timing of lives refers to life course researchers' interest in the age at which specific events occur (Blossfeld, 2009; Hutchison, 2008). Hutchison (2008) notes that age graded differences in roles and behaviors are not only a result of chronological age; life course research seeks to understand biological age,
psychological age, social age (placing most emphasis here), and should even consider spiritual age.

The early or late timing of events and roles affects their impact (Elder Jr., 2002, November). Social norms or shared expectations about the timing of events and role transitions will dictate the classification of such events and role transitions as either “off-time” (unexpected) or “on-time” (expected) (Hutchison, 2008). For older adults, cancer may be much more of an expected, “on time” event than for younger adults who are not expecting the event of cancer to happen to them while they are dealing with more competition among life course-related roles, such as work, caring for pre-adult children, and caring for elderly parents (Blank & Bellizzi, 2008). In contrast, competition among the many roles associated with younger adulthood may make it more difficult for them to adjust to cancer because of its “off-time” arrival into their lives.

Linked or Interdependent Lives

Lives are closely interconnected with and influenced by relationships with other people (Elder Jr., 2002, November). Individual life course trajectories are influenced and altered by those around them. Relationships with others and with the world can both control and support an individual’s behavior and adjustment, and social support is an obvious element of interdependent lives (Hutchison, 2008). It has been well established that patterns of mutual support are formed by life events and transitions across the life course (Hareven, 1996). The competition among roles faced by a spouse or caregiver of an older adult with cancer might change the impact of the cancer on that survivor, especially if the
spouse or caregiver is a primary social supporter. This theme lines up well with the contextual focus of social work and its person in environment approach, and speaks to the importance of strong social support networks needed to support the psychosocial adjustment of long term cancer survivors.

**Human Agency in Making Choices**

People are seen as actors who make choices that set the context and direction of their lives (Elder Jr., 2002, November). Elder (1998) highlighted Bandura's (1986) research on self-efficacy (sense of personal competence) and efficacy expectation (expectation that one can personally accomplish a goal) in informing his emphasis on human agency. It is, however, important to recognize the delicate balance that exists between personal and social factors. Even Bandura pointed out that social inequality can result in low self efficacy and efficacy expectations among oppressed individuals (1986). For example, while an optimist may make different treatment choices than a pessimist, an older adult on a limited income and only the minimum Medicare coverage will make different choices about medication purchases than one with full coverage and more income (regardless of how optimistic he or she may have been upon receiving a cancer diagnosis). Cancer survivors make treatment decisions based on these same factors and such additional factors as transportation and social support.

In addition to presenting Elder’s four themes of the life course perspective, Hutchison also highlights how those very themes (history, timing, linked lives, and human agency) illuminate the diversity in life course trajectories. The variance in the cancer trajectories of individuals from different cohorts, with
differences in timing of arrival of cancer, differing role competitions, differences in social supports and different choices has been discussed and this is an important assumption of the study. Finally, Hutchison discussed the importance of developmental risk and protection, i.e. how earlier events shape later adjustment (2008). Elder also underscores this concept in more recent work by explaining how the “developmental impact of a succession of life transitions or events is contingent on when they occur in a person’s life” (Elder, 1998, p. 3). For example, a prior history of cancer will influence the adjustment to a second cancer, regardless of timing (“on-” or ‘off-time”) of the second cancer. Older adults with more experiences with prior negative events, may experience the impact of cancer differently (Blank & Bellizzi, 2008). Research has shown that older prostate cancer survivors have reported that their cancer was “no big deal” because of either previous experiences or current comorbidities (Blank, Bellizzi, Murphy, & Ryan, 2003).

**Longitudinal Research**

Life course scholars use longitudinal research to answer their questions. It is therefore important to examine the existing longitudinal psychosocial adjustment research in oncology. While a great deal of research has focused on the psychosocial effects of cancer, most studies examined these effects at one point in time and primarily in the initial stages of the disease.

Longitudinal studies on factors influencing adjustment among older adult cancer survivors are rare. Helgeson, Snyder, and Seltman (2004) found distinct trajectories of adjustment to illness in women aged 27 to 75 (M=48) with breast
cancer; additionally, personal and social resources that women bring with them to the cancer experience—self-image, sense of control, and support—affect the course of their long-term psychological and physical adjustment to breast cancer; age was only a marginally significant predictor of distress in that older women tended to have less distress than younger women. Deimling, Bowman, Sterns, Wagner, and Kahana (2006) found that about one-third of the older adult long-term survivors they studied worried about recurrence, about a second cancer, and that the symptoms they experience may be from cancer. Polsky et al. (2005) utilized data from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) and examined prevalence rates of depression among various types of chronic illness in a longitudinal sample of more than 8,000 adults aged 51 to 61 without significant depressive symptoms at study onset. The diseases examined were cancer, stroke, diabetes, arthritis, hypertension, chronic lung disease, and heart disease. A diagnosis of cancer was associated with the greatest risk with 13 percent of those affected by cancer reporting significant depressive symptoms. Within two years after an initial diagnosis of cancer, diagnosed individuals had the highest risk of significant depressive symptoms (HR, 3.55; 95 percent CI, 2.79-4.52), which decreased during the next six years (Polsky, et al., 2005).

What is still not clear is how older adult cancer survivors’ psychosocial adjustment changes over time, and what factors contribute to the change trajectory. Ziegelmann and Lippke (2009) highlighted the need for such change research in their recent discussion of emerging themes and contemporary research on stress and coping theories. Finally, Alfano and Rowland (2009)
highlighted the importance of this kind of research among older adults when they concluded that survivorship studies have tended to exclude large samples of older adults, stating that “this is a particularly troubling gap in researchers’ knowledge base, given that approximately half of today’s survivors are ages 75 or older” (p.414).

**Stress and Coping Theory**

Stress and coping theory, developed by Richard S. Lazarus and Susan Folkman (1984), has been widely used by the social sciences for more than 25 years (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004; Stanton, et al., 2007). When Lazarus and his colleagues first published their theory of psychological stress in 1966, main stream psychology was still stuck in the throes of behaviorism (Dember, 1974; Lazarus, 1966). Cognitive theory, which says the meaning of an event/stimulus is what shapes that individual’s emotional and behavioral responses, was just being conceptualized by theorists such as Albert Ellis (1957) and Aaron Beck (1979). Lazarus and Folkman combined these theories in developing stress and coping theory. They examined personal and environmental resources, and situational factors as antecedents of psychosocial outcomes.

**Stress**

Building on the earlier works on “fight or flight” responses to stress of Cannon (1932), and the General Adaptation Syndrome research by Selye (1956), Lazarus and Folkman took a behavioral, transactional approach to stress, positing that it is the observed stimulus-response relationship, not one or the
other, that defines stress. Using that relational framework, they blended behavioral theory with cognitive theory and defined psychological stress as a relationship between the person and the environment that is appraised by the person as taxing or exceeding his or her resources and endangering his or her well-being (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Stress resides in neither the person nor the event, but is a reflection of the person’s unique response to that event (Lazarus, 1990, 1990, 1993; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). In other words, the experience of distress results when demands—as appraised by the individual—exceed resources (Helgeson, et al., 2004).

**Appraisal**

In general, stress and coping theory highlighted the importance of cognitive appraisal, which is seen in the context of a stressful situation as a mediating variable which contributes significantly to the outcome and accounts for individual variation in adjustment to stress. Stressful events, according to Lazarus and Folkman (1984), are those that are appraised by the individual as threatening or harmful (primary appraisal) and are perceived as placing considerable demand on the individual’s resources, to the point that the individual explores his ability to cope with, or control, the event (secondary appraisal). In the context of the cancer experience, appraisal refers to evaluative processes that intervene between the encounter—cancer and its associated demands or stressors—and the reaction—emotional distress (see Figure 1). Through cognitive appraisal processes the person evaluates the significance of what is happening for his or her well-being. Primary appraisals include
perceptions of susceptibility and severity, motivational relevance and causal focus (Glanz & Schwartz, 2008). Vulnerability is an important part of a person's response to stress. Lazarus and Folkman (1984) continued with their relational approach in defining psychological vulnerability as a deficiency in resources that matter to the individual.

Research with women experiencing heightened perceptions of susceptibility to cancer due to a family history of ovarian cancer revealed that they were more likely to experience psychological distress (Schwartz, Lerman, Miller, Daly, & Masny, 1995). Escape-avoidance behaviors (Lazarus & Folkman,
1984) can arise from appraisals of high severity and susceptibility (Glanz & Schwartz, 2008), thus reducing adherence to health promoting practices, such as breast cancer screenings (Lerman et al., 1993).

Secondary Appraisals include perceptions of control over outcomes and emotions, and self-efficacy (see Figure 1). Cancer can be devastating, biologically, physically, and psycho-socially, and it can cause great spiritual distress, yet those affected by it will report being challenged to maintain a positive outlook, or tolerate pain and distress without falling apart. Thus, the broadened definition of control in stress and coping theory was control over oneself and one’s emotions, as well as control over environmental conditions. This aids in the understanding of how—even under the bleakest circumstances—people can be challenged.

Cancer patients are often not only severely incapacitated at diagnosis, but they often have to face a multitude of additional threats to future functioning, thus appraising each stressor as a threat, a challenge, or both. Cancer patients often appraise a cancer diagnosis as a challenge, even when there is little value or benefit in the outcome. They can also view cancer differently at different points over the course of their illness. It is the interplay of primary and secondary appraisals which shape “the degree of stress and the strength and quality (or content) of the emotional reaction” (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984, p. 35). Empirical support for the positive relationship between perceptions of control over illness and psychological adjustment has been observed across many diseases (Glanz
& Schwartz, 2008), including cancer (Fife et al., 2000; Norton et al., 2005; Stiegelis et al., 2003).

**Coping**

Coping strategies—which are used to mediate primary and secondary appraisals—were initially divided by theorists into two foci: the stressor itself (problem-focused coping) and on reducing the emotional impact of the stressor (palliative-focused coping) (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Figure 1 highlights the further division—through continued study—of coping into dispositional coping styles (i.e. cognitive or behavioral avoidance, distraction and denial or self-efficacy, information seeking, seeking social support, planful problem-solving and active coping), coping efforts such as problem management and emotional regulation, and meaning based coping (Glanz & Schwartz, 2008).

Empirical evidence supports coping as an influential factor in adjustment to illness (Stanton, et al., 2007). How much a cancer patient engages or disengages with the stressor has been found to affect distress (Carver et al., 1993). Additionally, high levels of avoidance oriented coping and low social support has been identified as a risk factor for distress in cancer patients (Jacobsen et al., 2002). Meaning based coping strategies, including positive reinterpretation, acceptance, spirituality and use of religion, have been found to reduce distress (Carver, et al., 1993).

As it is believed that those affected by cancer can be taught new and alternative coping strategies, it is important for social workers to be aware of the various coping types. As Lazarus and Folkman (1984) highlighted well before
any of the resulting research, however coping is defined or conceptualized, the prime importance of appraisal and coping processes is that they affect adaptational outcomes (see Figure 1).

It is clear that Lazarus and Folkman were groundbreakers in that they started with a behavioral theory, added cognitive and phenomenological theory and set the course of their careers for measuring stress, appraisal and coping—using their contextual approach—and teaching practitioners how to improve adaptational outcomes for those affected by stressful circumstances. This theory's utility in the psychosocial oncology world has been widely discussed in the literature for years.

**Conservation of Resources Theory**

In response to the need to incorporate both the objective and perceived environment into the process of coping with stress, Stevan Hobfoll (1988, 1989, 1998) developed the conservation of resources theory (COR). Distinguishing COR from the earlier work of Lazarus and Folkman (1984) which was transactional, and emphasized individual perceptions, Hobfoll (2002) has emphasized the importance of the relative equal measure of environmental variables and person-centered variables in the coping process. COR and other resource-based theories (Antonovsky, 1979; Baltes, 1997; Bandura, 1997; Holahan & Moos, 1987, 1991) suggest that the fit of personal, social, economic, and environmental resources with external demands determines the direction of the stress response and resulting outcomes; because of this—according to
Hobfoll (2001)—they directly challenge what he calls appraisal-based stress theories.

At its core, COR is sociocultural, which distinguishes it from other resource-adaptation models, describing it as an integration of the "individual-nested in family-nested in tribe, set in social context" (p. 338) indicating that predictive capacity becomes limited when pieces of this unit are separated without reference to the greater whole (Hobfoll, 2001). This is a basic assumption of COR theory: the individual self is derived from primary attachments within biological families and intimate social groups. Shared appraisal, then, is emphasized over individual idiographic appraisal (Hobfoll & Schumm, 2009).

Taking the position that coping is a communal process (Lyons, Mickelson, Sullivan, & Coyne, 1998), Hobfoll posits that stress—as experienced by the individual self—and the behavioral alternatives available to it, including thought, "are reflections of cultural processes and delineated by cultural scripts and formulations. Moreover, the encounter of the self with stress is primarily situated in social context or involving social consequences" (p. 338). Finally, because adopting the anthropological concept of tribe aides in understanding human behavior in groups, the term tribe refers to complex social aggregations of people into groups beyond the level of family which include formal and informal groups of friends, colleagues, organizations, and communities (Hobfoll, 2001).

Hobfoll (2002) explains that this view is a natural next step into integrated causal models given the strength and consistency of findings on several key
individual resources such as self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997), optimism (Scheier & Carver, 1992), and social support (Barrera, 1986; Sarason, Sarason, Shearin, & Pierce, 1986).

**Resources**

The basic tenet of COR theory is that individuals seek to obtain, retain, protect and foster those things (i.e. resources) that they value (Hobfoll, 1989). Others have supported this tenet, positing that it expands stress and coping theory with respect to conservation of resources as the primary human motive in the struggle with stressful encounters (Freund & Riediger, 2001; Schwarzer, 2001; Thompson & Cooper, 2001).

This theory aides in the conceptualization of resources—which have been defined very broadly by Hobfoll (2002) as personal characteristics, objects, energies, or conditions; they are centrally valued themselves (e.g., close attachments, health, self-esteem, inner peace), or they act as means to acquire centrally valued ends (e.g., social support, money, and credit). Personal characteristics act as resources to aid in stress resistance. A second grouping of resources is personally held skills such as mastery and optimism. Objects are valued as resources due to aspects of their physical nature or because of status acquired due to their rarity or expense. Energies (such as money, time, and knowledge) hold intrinsic value in that they aid in the acquisition of other resources. Conditions (such as tenure, marriage, or health) are valued and sought after (Hobfoll & Schumm, 2002).
Lining up with many major theoretical perspectives that focus on—and broadly define—psychosocial resources (Baltes, 1987, 1997; Diener, Diener, & Diener, 1995; Hobfoll, 1988; Holahan, Moos, Holahan, & Cronkite, 1999; Kaplan, 1996), COR (2002) emphasizes the sociocultural component and delineates the constructs further to those resources that are held for a wide range of people who share a set of cultural traditions. In addition to the broad definition, it highlights the interrelatedness of resources, explaining that changes in one or more types of resources can affect the availability of other resources. Finally, Hobfoll (1998) suggested that the distinction of resources into internal and external categories can serve as a building block to more complex study of resources.

**Resource Change and Emotional Distress**

COR provides an important exception to the general tendency of researchers to overlook change in psychosocial resources (Holahan, et al., 1999). Applying COR theory to the cancer experience, it posits that those affected by cancer seek to obtain, retain, and protect resources and that stress occurs when resources, such as life, independence, etc. are threatened with loss or lost or when individuals are unsuccessful in gaining resources after substantive resource investment.

Investment refers to the ways individuals cope with or resist the negative effects of stress; they include resource replacement; the loss of physical function after treatment for cancer may be met with attempts—through physical therapy for example—to re-establish that physical function. Resource substitution is
another option, where a lost resource is substituted by one from a different resource domain. For example, a cancer survivor facing multiple physical losses may seek out support groups and build new interpersonal relationships, or choose other resource substitutions like increasing alcohol consumption; as a result, adjustment can be positive or negative.

Thus, the acquisition and facilitation of resources is a central motivational construct. This process receives increased awareness and energy when resource loss occurs or when resources are threatened as when an individual is diagnosed with cancer. Resource loss, then, is central to the stress experience. Resource gain, in turn, becomes more prominent in the face of—and buffers against—resource loss. Furthermore, because resources are seen as the vital elements of an individual's stress resistance repository, loss of resources tends to lead to resource loss cycles that have increasing strength and speed (Hobfoll, 2002).

These loss spirals are of key importance. COR theory proposes that those who are already lacking in resources will have greater vulnerability to loss spirals, and those who start with ample resources will have more opportunity for resource gain. It follows that a person who starts the cancer experience poor, underinsured, with little social support, and no sense of personal control or self efficacy is as much greater risk for resource loss spirals after cancer than a person who comes to the cancer experience with good health insurance, high socioeconomic status, good social support and a strong sense of optimism. COR posits that initial loss, such as those just described leaves individuals,
groups, and communities at increased vulnerability to the negative impact of ongoing resource challenges (Hobfoll, 2001).

Taylor (1991) posited that negative life experiences have an asymmetrically strong effect compared to positive experiences on various physiological, cognitive, emotional, and social outcomes. Additionally, Thoits (1991) theorized that negative psychological outcomes only result from loss-related experiences, and that positive life experiences are only stressful to the extent they contain negative consequences. As Holahan, Moos, Holahan, and Cronkite, (1999) noted, “despite the central role of resources in contemporary theories of the stress and coping process, researchers know little about the nature, consequences or determinants of resource change” (p. 620). Evidence has supported the primacy of resource loss offered by COR and other theorists who have suggested similar ideas.

In examining how gains become important in response to loss circumstances, Wells, Hobfoll, and Lavin (1999; 1997) found that resource loss, but not gain, was directly related to changes in anger and depressive mood among a group of pregnant women who were balancing multiple career and family roles. They found that women who experienced resource gains were significantly less negatively impacted by loss than those who had not experienced gains accompanying their losses, even though resource gain itself had no direct impact. Those who experienced losses, but not gains, were considerably more likely to experience psychological distress during this high
demand period of work-life-family balance (Wells, et al., 1997; Wells, Hobfoll, & Lavin, 1999).

Research on illness and stress supports COR theory as well. In a recent study of cardiac patients, (Luyster, Hughes, Waechter, & Josephson, 2006), researchers supported COR theory when they found higher levels of perceived resource loss were associated with higher levels of both depression and anxiety after controlling for all other predictors. Another recent study examining the effects of resource loss on depression in women with cancer further supported COR when they found that interpersonal resource loss (i.e. relationship with partner and loyalty of friends) predicted depressive mood (Banou, Hobfoll, & Trochelman, 2009).

Longitudinal studies examining resource change effects on psychosocial adjustment are harder to come by. One such study by Hobfoll and colleagues (Hobfoll, Johnson, Ennis, & Jackson, 2003) examined how economic stress, measured in terms of material loss, alters women’s personal and social resources and how these changed resources impact anger and depressive mood among inner city women. Greater loss of personal and social resources was associated with increased depressive mood and anger. Resource loss had more negative impact than resource gain had positive impact, suggesting the greater saliency of loss than gain. Another group of researchers (Holahan, et al., 1999; Holahan, Moos, Holahan, & Cronkite, 2000) found over nine to ten years that losses in internal and external resources were directly predictive of increases in
depressive symptoms whereas gains were associated with decreases in depressive symptoms.

To aid the summary of these processes most relevant to stress and adaptational outcomes on the individual level, the pathways depicted in the current discussion are schematized by Hobfoll (2001) in Figure 2. The processes of resource conservation are a product of both overall life conditions and chronic and acute resource loss circumstances, as can be seen in Figure 2 (Hobfoll, 2001). Conditions of resource lack tend to generate or enable resource loss processes. When losses occur individuals apply resource conservation strategies, whereby they utilize resources available to them in order to adapt successfully, thus generating new resources which, in turn, replenish people's resource pools and offset the conditions that produce acute and chronic resource losses. When adaptation is unsuccessful, however, both negative functional and emotional outcomes result leading to the diminishment of the resources invested. Additionally, unsuccessful adaptation generates secondary resource losses which result in exacerbation of the chronic or acute loss circumstances and weakens the resource pool (Hobfoll, 2001).
Figure 2. Conservation of Resource Theory.


Poverty, low social status, racism, unavailability of healthcare, and other fundamental condition resources are often beyond the scope of many health promotion interventions. COR theory highlights that, minimally, these fundamental resources conditions should remain foremost on our minds, both because they are primary in the potential success of any program and because failing to refer to them opens the risk of blaming the victim. No health promotion program can sidestep the
resource reservoir that is ultimately available to people and pathways that are often denied those who lack resources or the status that allows them to use resources that they already possess (Hobfoll & Schumm, 2002, p. 289).

COR can assist oncology social workers in efforts in targeting loss spirals and attempts at preventing future loss in individuals and communities, and it provides a model to instill resources necessary to the individual and community for promoting successful adaptation in the face of cancer.

In summary, life course theory explains how chronological age, relationships, common life transitions, and social change shape people's many life course trajectories. COR expands stress and coping theory and incorporates aspects of the earlier work, however, with different emphasis (Schwarzer, 2001). The difference lies mainly in the status of objective and subjective resources. Stress and coping theory sees objective resources only as antecedents that may have an indirect effect, whereas subjective resources (i.e. resource appraisals) represent the direct precursors of the stress process. Thus, simultaneous appraisal of demands and resources constitutes the beginning of a stress episode. COR theory, in considering both objective and subjective resources as components, lends more weight to the former. Thus, the difference between the two theories, in this respect, is a matter of degree, not a matter of principle, according to Schwarzer (2001).
Conceptual Model

While it is clear that there is no single predominant factor (Zabora, 1998), the literature reveals certain risk and protective factors that influence the prevalence of emotional distress with cancer. These factors can roughly be grouped as demographics, life course factors, internal (personal) resources, external (social) resources, and health related resources such as physical health. The conceptual model for this study incorporates the principles of life course theory, stress and coping theory, and COR theory: (Figure 3). It focuses on the direct linkage between life course factors, internal and external resources, health-related resources and emotional distress while highlighting their interrelatedness: losses or gains in any of one of the predictor variables can lead to losses or gains in others, ultimately leading to changes in emotional distress levels.

Figure 3. Conceptual model.
Main Predictor Variables

**Demographics. Race/Ethnicity** has been considered an important area for research in adjustment to illness as it is believed that race and ethnicity can be markers related to risk factors and resources (Stanton, et al., 2007). Given the findings of within and between group differences in cross sectional studies, Stanton et al.—in their review of psychosocial predictors of adjustment to illness—offered the following “... it is clear that very little is known about implications of culture and ethnicity for disease related adjustment” (2007, p. 571). The same is true regarding whether and how different cultural and ethnic groups differ in their expression of distress in cancer specifically (Morrow et al., 2009).

**Gender** differences in emotional distress among cancer patients have mirrored those in the general population (Stanton, et al., 2007), with women experiencing more symptoms of distress (Sellick & Edwardson, 2007; Skarstein, Aass, Fossa, Skovlund, & Dahl, 2000; Zebrack et al., 2007).

**Life course factors.** Important life course factors include age and cohort membership, cancer history, and pre-cancer emotional distress.

**Age** has been inversely related to psychological distress in healthy individuals (D. Blazer, 1989). But in those with cancer, the literature has been contradictory (Helgeson, et al., 2004; Schnoll & Harlow, 2001). In a recent review of the research, Meyerowitz and Oh (2009) reported older age is associated with less distress, but they highlighted the findings of Helgeson et al (2004) in offering that younger age is associated with better physical functioning.
and more rapid recovery. In comparing older groups to younger groups, older adults may be less distressed because they are more likely to expect declines in their health (Helgeson, et al., 2004). Sellick and Edwardson (2007) found that older cancer patients reported few symptoms of anxiety but more symptoms of depression. Increased age has been associated with lower use of all forms of coping among long term cancer survivors (Deimling, et al., 2006). Among older adults with cancer, age remains an important factor to consider.

**Cancer history** is another important life course factor, accounting for developmental risk and protection. First, having more experience with negative life events (i.e. a prior cancer) may minimize the impact of cancer and may even serve as a resource for older individuals (Blank & Bellizzi, 2008). Second, in addition to prior experience with cancer, emotional distress varies by time since diagnosis with higher distress prevalence among those more recently diagnosed (Alfano & Rowland, 2009; Institute of Medicine [IOM], 2008; Norton et al., 2004; Ronson & Body, 2002). With time, the acuteness of the stressors along the cancer trajectory may lessen or new stressors may occur, resulting in changes in emotional distress.

According to Hobfoll, time is a major factor in adaptation as, major stress sequences, or trajectories—such as illness and old age—“seldom change a person’s or group’s status to a more ennobled state” (1998, p. 113); rather, they involve stigmatized roles and changes in the degree to which limitations are placed on their resources, or forgiveness is no longer extended from their environmental demands. This leads to alterations in the need to match
resources and psychological adaptations to demands (Hobfoll, 1998). This is especially important to consider in the context of long term survival as less is known about emotional distress beyond the first few years (Helgeson, et al., 2004; Polsky, et al., 2005). Hobfoll further points out that research often lumps people together who are at many different stages of the stress time line, or looked only at the imminent stress phase, resulting in a blurry time line (Hobfoll, 1998), thus it is included in the model.

**History of distress** may be an important factor in adjustment to illness. There is increasing evidence that psychosocial adaptation to a cancer diagnosis is significantly influenced by pre-existing psychosocial factors that patients bring to their cancer experience (Redd et al., 2001; Zabora, et al., 2001). A past history of distress has been established in the literature as a clear predictor of distress after cancer (Alfano & Rowland, 2009; Harrison & Maguire, 1994; Ronson & Body, 2002). It is important to account for initial differences in this outcome variable (Stanton, et al., 2007).

**Internal resources.** A large body of theoretically-based literature has considered personal resources as predictors of adjustment (Meyerowitz & Oh, 2009). Resources at the individual, proximal or internal level which influence adjustment include subjective physical health, subjective life expectancy, and optimism.

**Subjective physical health**, or self-rated health, is an important personal resource (Hobfoll, 1998) which has been considered a very useful indicator of patients' wellbeing (Fayers & Sprangers, 2002). Poor perceived health is a
strong risk factor for distress in cancer patients (Schnoll & Harlow, 2001). It also compares favorably to more objective measures of physical health (Ferraro, 1980; Fisher, Faul, Weir, & Wallace, 2005). Among cancer patients it has been found to be a strong predictor of survival (Coates, Porzsolt, & Osoba, 1997; Osoba, 1999).

**Subjective life expectancy** has been considered an important factor in analyzing adjustment (Ziegelmann & Lippke, 2009). Subjective life expectancy, or perceived time left in life measured in number of years left in life, has a significant positive correlation with 'sense of control' that does not disappear when controlling for race, sex, education, income, widowhood, inability to work because of a disability, physical impairment, and physical fitness (Mirowsky, 1997). Differences in subjective life expectancy have been linked to different types of health self-regulation (intention formation, planning, and enactment of health behaviors) (Ziegelmann, Lippke, & Schwarzer, 2006). Evidence also links subjective life expectancy with engagement in health behaviors (Ross & Mirowsky, 2002), and health-related information-seeking and influence attention, memory, and decision-making may be limited by differences in subjective life expectancy (Lockenhoff & Carstensen, 2004).

**Dispositional optimism**, a tendency to expect positive outcomes, predicts lower symptoms of depression in cancer patients (Bardwell et al., 2006; Carver, et al., 1993; Epping-Jordan, et al., 1999; Meyerowitz & Oh, 2009; Stanton & Snider, 1993) and this has been consistent across the disease trajectory (Stanton, et al., 2007). Over time, optimism has not only predicted
lower symptoms of depression, even when controlling for prior levels, but it has also predicted resistance to such symptoms in the year following surgical treatment for cancer (Carver, et al., 1993). It remains one of the most widely studied variables in psychosocial adjustment to cancer and is referred to consistently in review articles (Meyerowitz & Oh, 2009; Scheier & Carver, 2001; Stanton, et al., 2007).

**External resources.** Socioeconomic variables included in external resources include education, wealth, and employment. Other important factors include insurance lack, loss or changes, social support, and psychological support.

Lower levels of Education have been linked to greater psychosocial distress in cancer patients (Andrykowski & Cordova, 1998; Schnoll & Harlow, 2001). In their review Stanton et al. (2007) concluded that research on economic burden and associated factors such as low education are likely to constitute barriers to positive adaptation and they recommend more research in this area.

**Household net worth**—or household wealth—such as assets, pensions, social security and earnings may be the most critical determinant of well-being for those post retirement (National Institute on Aging [NIA], 2007), and may be more important resources to older adults than income alone (Silveira, Kabeto, & Langa, 2005). Lower levels of income have been associated with greater psychosocial distress (Schnoll & Harlow, 2001), disability, illness and death (IOM, 2008). Loss in wealth resources associated with cancer include high costs
of medical treatment, drugs and medical supplies may increase distress (Head & Faul, 2008; IOM, 2008).

**Employment** changes, including involuntary job loss or forced retirement due to illness, and not being able to work during periods of treatment can increase distress (IOM, 2008; Meyerowitz & Oh, 2009). Involuntary job loss has been linked to depression in older adults (Gallo et al., 2006).

**Health insurance** can improve health (Levy & Meltzer, 2001), especially for older adults as they become eligible for Medicare (McWilliams, Meara, Zaslavsky, & Ayanian, 2007). Under and uninsured patients receive delayed or no treatment (Culica, Rohrer, Ward, Hilsenrath, & Pomrehn, 2002; Sanmartin et al., 2006), and they are unable to obtain needed prescriptions, and worse outcomes of medical treatment (IOM, 2002; IOM, 2008; IOM & NRC, 2005; Tu, 2004).

**Social support** has been studied extensively as a resource for cancer patients and is consistently associated with better adjustment (Alferi, Carver, Antoni, Weiss, & Duran, 2001; Helgeson & Cohen, 1996; Meyerowitz & Oh, 2009; Molassiotis, Van Den Akker, & Boughton, 1997). This external resource reduces an individual’s vulnerability during times of stress (S. Cohen & Wills, 1985; Hobfoll, 2002, 2009) and has helped explain distinct trajectories of distress among those affected by the disease (Helgeson, et al., 2004).

**Marital status** is another important aspect of social support. Loss of spouse can profoundly affect social support and is a primary risk factor for depression in older adults (Given & Given, 2010).
Psychological support, including therapy and psychotropic medication have been shown to be effective in treating depression in cancer patients (Holland & Alici, 2010). It is therefore important to account for this important external resource as it could explain variations in emotional distress.

Health-related resources. In addition to internal and external resources, personal health and independence are important resources (Hobfoll, 1998) which can affect emotional distress. They are included under health-related resources as they are threatened by illness onset. A recent IOM report indicated amount of symptoms, and impairments in physical status and roles (IOM, 2008) affects adjustment. This is consistent with evidence indicating prevalence of depression symptoms among those with cancer increases with disease severity and symptoms such as pain and fatigue (Spiegel & Bloom, 1983; Spiegel & Giese-Davis, 2003; Spiegel, Sands, & Koopman, 1994) and that those who experience disease progression or metastatic recurrences are at high risk for distress (Oh et al., 2004; Schnoll & Harlow, 2001).

Objective physical health is proposed as a health-related resource in this model as a comparison to the subjective physical health variable included in internal resources. They are considered objective, in spite of self reports, in that all the questions concern some well defined disease, disability, condition or symptom (Angner, Ray, Saag, & Allison, 2009; Fisher, et al., 2005). Number of days spent in bed due to illness are seen as important quality of life factors, especially in older adult cancer survivors (IOM, 2007). Comorbid conditions
(Ronson & Body, 2002) and pain (Spiegel, et al., 1994) have been consistently linked with psychosocial adjustment in cancer patients.

**Physical functioning** can be greatly reduced by cancer and is seen as a significant stressor for survivors (2008) and loss of independence has been associated with increased distress among long term survivors (Hoffman, McCarthy, Recklitis, & Ng, 2009).

**Criterion Variable**

The conceptual model used here proposes the study of symptoms of depression as an appropriate measure of emotional distress in older adults as aging literature indicates that depression is one of the most frequent causes of emotional distress in older adults and is one of five top concerns faced by the elderly (D. G. Blazer, 2003; Morley, 2004).

**Summary**

In conclusion, much theory-based literature exists in informing the understanding of psychosocial adjustment to cancer, yet very few longitudinal studies exist, and even fewer for older adults. Prior research on adjustment to cancer lays the ground work for the application of life course theory, stress, appraisal and coping theory, and conservation of resources theory in the development of a proposed conceptual model for use in longitudinal analysis in this critically understudied population. The next chapter will describe the plan and analytic strategy for addressing that gap by studying life course and resource variables and how they affect emotional distress for older adults over time, comparing those with and without cancer.
CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY

Emphasis is placed on: (1) the dynamic interplay between individuals' aging; (2) their changing biomedical, social, and physical environments; and (3) multilevel interactions among psychological, physiological, social, and cultural levels.

~National Institute on Aging,
Division of Behavioral and Social Research, 2009

Research Goal and Hypotheses

The purpose of this study was to develop an understanding of the factors that influence emotional distress, specifically symptoms of depression, in older adults with cancer, and to see if these distress trajectories are different from older adults without cancer. More specifically, the study tested a conceptual model integrating the work of Elder (Giele & Elder Jr., 1998a), Lazarus and Folkman (1984), and Hobfoll (1988, 1989, 1998). This model investigated the influence of life course factors, demographics, internal, external and health-related resources on emotional distress over a period of eight years, and focused on how these resources and factors influence people with a cancer diagnosis differently than those without a cancer diagnosis. The following overarching research questions guided this study:
(1) Is there a significant relationship between demographics, life course factors, internal, external, and health-related resources and emotional distress over a period of eight years among older adults with cancer?

(2) How is this relationship different for those older adults with a cancer diagnosis vs. those without a cancer diagnosis?

Based on the questions stated above, the following specific aims and hypotheses were formulated:

**Specific Aim 1:** To determine if older adults with cancer differ in their emotional distress levels from those without cancer over a period of eight years.

**Hypothesis 1:** Older adults with cancer will have a different eight year emotional distress change trajectory than those without cancer.

**Specific Aim 2:** To determine if differences and changes in life course factors, internal, external, and health-related resources within and between older adults will have a differential effect on eight year emotional distress change trajectories for those with and without a cancer diagnosis.

**Hypothesis 2:** Differences in life course factors, internal, external, and health-related resources within and between older adults will have a differential effect on eight year emotional distress change trajectories for individuals with and without a cancer diagnosis.

**Research Design**

This study is a secondary analysis of existing data from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS). The design is a longitudinal panel study testing a multilevel growth model with a two-nested-level structure (Figure 4). The growth
model will examine individual differences in emotional distress over an eight-year time period, testing multiple potential predictors. Changes in individual growth profiles will be investigated, and possible explanations for observed differences will be tested. This study is multilevel, because it proposes the use of time variant within person and time invariant between person data measured at five consecutive time periods over eight years.

\[\text{CLASSIFICATION DIAGRAM}\]
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Figure 4. Multilevel structures and classifications.]

This study analyzes change. Change studies were not common until the 1980s, when methodologists developed statistical models that could investigate change over time. Until then, researchers were advised to frame their questions in ways that did not specifically address change (Singer & Willett, 2003). In social work, the analysis of change is relatively new, with only a few social work researchers engaging in this type of design and analysis. As evidenced by the literature, few change studies have focused on predictors of depression among those affected by cancer over time.

Not every longitudinal study can analyze change over time. Singer and Willet (2003) identified three requisite methodological features for any study of change. First, there must be three or more waves of data. In the proposed study,
four waves of data will be examined, making it possible to look at patterns of change over time. Second, the values of the outcome must change systematically over time. The assumption for this study is that as time passes and older adults move away from the acuteness of the cancer diagnosis, their depression levels will have a tendency to decrease, with the understanding that there will be enough resources in place to support the individual in his/her journey (Alfano & Rowland, 2009; Institute of Medicine [IOM], 2008; Norton, et al., 2004; Ronson & Body, 2002). Third and finally, there must be a sensible metric for clocking time. Much of the research on psychosocial adjustment in cancer survivors explored levels of adjustment during treatment, in the year following, or every so many months for approximately two years following diagnosis. The current benchmark for measuring survival in cancer is five years post diagnosis (Welch, Schwartz, & Woloshin, 2000). The rationale for examining emotional distress trajectories for an eight year period was that it would include all of that five year period in addition to the period immediately following the “five year mark” in an attempt to begin to differentiate between acute and long term psychosocial adjustment issues. This study addresses a gap in knowledge about long term psychosocial adjustment to cancer among older adults.

**Data Source**

This study utilizes data between 1998 and 2008 from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), a biennial longitudinal survey of a nationally representative cohort of U.S. adults aged 50 or older, born in 1947 or before
(Brown et al., 2008). The HRS, funded by the National Institute on Aging and performed by the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan, is designed to provide representative data on the aging of the U.S. population. HRS questionnaire topics include: health, cognitive status, retirement planning, subjective probabilities, family structure, caregiving, employment status, job demands, disability, and demographics, housing, income, net worth, health insurance and pension plans. The HRS is designed as a panel study, permitting longitudinal as well as cross-sectional analyses. The HRS began to collect data on a sample of 9,824 adults aged 51 to 61 in 1992 who were subsequently reinterviewed every two years with response rates ranging from a low of 84 percent to a high of 93 percent. Across samples, there was a downward trend from 89 percent to 87 percent between 1994 and 1998, stability at just below 87 percent from 1998 to 2002, and then a percentage point increase to 88 percent in 2004 (Health and Retirement Study, 2008a).

Although the HRS began in 1992, it was in 1998 that the researchers combined the HRS study with a companion study, Assets and Health Dynamics of the Oldest Old (AHEAD) which covered cohorts born in 1923 or before (see Table 2) (Hauser & Willis, 2005). The newly combined HRS added two new cohorts—making 1998 the year the HRS became a cross-sectional representative sample of US adults aged 50 and over—and committed to a steady state design by planning to add a new cohort of study participants every six years thereafter (2004 and 2010 to date) (Hauser & Willis, 2005).
Looking at data from the 1998 wave onward, the HRS sample is comprised of four sub-samples, namely the Asset and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old (AHEAD), the Children of the Depression Age (CODA), the HRS, and the War Babies (WB) (Table 2). The AHEAD sub-sample consists of people who were born in 1923 or earlier, were household residents of the U.S. in the spring 1992, and were still household residents at the time of their first interview in 1993 or 1994; and of their spouses or partners (regardless of age) at the time of the initial interview. This sub-sample was interviewed in 1993-94, 1995-96, 1998 and every two years thereafter (University of Michigan, 2003).

Table 2 Description of HRS Cohorts (Servais, 2009, p. 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-sample Abbreviation</th>
<th>Sub-sample Name</th>
<th>Birth Year of Age-Eligible Respondents</th>
<th>First Wave</th>
<th>Data Collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2006 2008 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2008 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2006 2008 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBB*</td>
<td>Mid Baby Boomer</td>
<td>1954-1959</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* EBB & MBB not included in proposed study due to late entrance in HRS study and subsequent lack of longitudinal data

The CODA sub-sample consists of people who were born 1924 through 1930, were household residents of the U.S. when first interviewed in 1998,
who, at that time, did not have a spouse or partner who was born before 1924 or between 1931 and 1947. The CODA sub-sample was interviewed in 1998 and every two years thereafter (University of Michigan, 2003).

The HRS sub-sample consists of people who were born 1931 through 1941 and were household residents of the U.S. in the spring 1992; and of their spouses or partners (regardless of age) at the time of the initial interview in 1992. The HRS sub-sample was interviewed in 1992, 1994, 1996, 1998 and every two years thereafter (University of Michigan, 2003).

The WB sub-sample consists of people who were born 1942 through 1947, were household residents of the U.S. in the spring 1992, and were still household residents at the time of the first interview in 1998; and their of spouses or partners (regardless of age) at the time of the initial interview. This sub-sample was interviewed in 1998 and every two years thereafter (University of Michigan, 2003).

The HRS sample is selected under a multi-stage area probability sample design and includes four distinct selection stages based on 1990 Census Definitions (Heeringa & Connor, 1995). The primary stage of sampling involves probability proportionate to size (PPS) selection of U.S. Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) and non-MSA counties. This stage is followed by a second stage sampling of area segments (SSUs) within sampled primary stage units (PSUs). The third stage of sample selection is preceded by a complete listing of all housing units (HUs) that are physically located within the bounds of the selected SSU. The third sampling stage is a systematic selection of housing units from
the HU listings for the sample SSUs. The fourth and final stage in the multi-stage design is the selection of an age eligible person within a sample HU (Heeringa & Connor, 1995).

In addition to the nationally-representative, multi-stage area probability sample, the HRS design includes oversamples to increase the numbers of Black and Hispanic HRS respondents to match population characteristics, as well as the number of HRS respondents who are residents of the state of Florida due to the higher numbers of adults aged 50 and older (Heeringa & Connor, 1995).

**Sampling**

The dataset used was the longitudinal HRS RAND data file (version j) with additional variables from the HRS RAND-enhanced Fat Files data for years 2000 through 2008 (waves 5 through 9). This merging was completed in order to obtain additional variables only available in the individual wave files.

For each of the samples (cancer and non-cancer) specific inclusion and exclusion criteria were set. For both samples, the criteria were as follows: (a) participants had to be 50 years of age or older in 2000; (b) took part in the 2000 wave (wave 5); (c) took part in at least one wave of the Leave Behind Surveys in 2004, 2006, or 2008 (written questionnaires containing optimism and social support scales administered to a random subsample). For the cancer sample the criteria were (a) participants had a first cancer diagnosis (excluding minor skin cancers) between 1998 and 2000 (waves 4 and 5); (b) had at least one wave of completed score on the dependent variable. All of the cancer cases that met the above criteria were selected for inclusion in the study for a total sample of 200
cancer cases. For the non-cancer sample the criteria were: (a) participants had no history of a cancer diagnosis through 2008; (b) participants had completed scores on the dependent variable in waves between 1998 and 2008. From all the non-cancer cases that met the above criteria, a representative sample was drawn, accepting a 3.5 percent margin of error and a 99 percent confidence interval (Krejcie & Morgan, 1970; The Research Advisors, 2006). Based on these parameters a sample of 1,190 non cancer cases was selected. See sampling flowchart in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Sampling flowchart.

Table 3 displays the attrition rate of the cancer sample. There was no attrition for the non cancer sample.
### Table 3 Attrition Rate of Cancer Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Participation</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>Did not participate: Still alive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>Did not participate: Still alive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>Did not participate: Still alive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>Did not participate: Still alive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Power

Power depends on sample size and other design aspects—effect size or parameter values and the level of significance. With multilevel modeling, statistical power must be addressed on all levels. Power for level 1 (time variant) depends on the number of observations, while power for level 2 depends on the number of individuals (Snijders, 2005). Statistical power issues in multilevel modeling are complicated as the power differs for fixed effects versus random effects as a function of effect size, intraclass correlation, and the number of groups and cases per group (J. Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003).

Sample size in multilevel models refers to the number of units at each level (Kreft & De Leeuw, 1998; Snijders, 2005). Simulation studies (Kreft & De Leeuw, 1998) suggest that large samples are needed for adequate power in multilevel models, and the number of individuals included is more important than the number of measurement occasions per individual. According to Snijders (2005), it is desirable to have as many units as possible at the top level of the multilevel hierarchy. Kreft and De Leeuw (1998) suggested that at least 20 units are needed on the highest level to detect cross-level interactions. In this study, there were 1390 individuals at Level 2, and 6906 measurement occasions at Level 1, suggesting sufficient power in terms of sample size.
As is the convention, significance levels for this study were set at 0.05 and the model sought to detect at least a medium effect size (0.04) and achieve at least 80 percent power. Another convention is to set the intraclass correlation at a minimum size of 0.05. This small size is recommended for health and mental health research (Spybrook, Raudenbush, Liu, Congdon, & Martinez, 2008). As will be discussed in the next chapter, significant small effect sizes were detected for many of the predictors, indicating that power was sufficient to detect even small effects. As is detailed in the next chapter, the different variables used in the model had sufficient variability, and intraclass correlations exceeded 0.05.

Operationalization of Variables

The conceptual model presented in Figure 3 includes a range of independent variables as predictors that were either time variant (within person) or time invariant (between person), and that were selected based on a review of the literature that suggested their influence on psychosocial adjustment among those with cancer. The dependent variable, symptoms of depression, was time variant (within person).

Main Predictor Variables

Main predictor variables are measured mainly on Level 1 unless otherwise noted and include life course factors (age, cancer history, and pre-cancer distress levels (all measured at Level 2), internal/personal resources (subjective physical health, subjective life expectancy, and optimism [Level 2]), external/social resources (education [Level 2], net worth, employment, health insurance, social support [Level 2], marital status, and psychological support).
and health-related resources (objective physical health, disease characteristics, and physical functioning). Table 4 indicates which variables were included in the analysis, together with how they were operationalized and how the values were changed after data screening. In cases where variables represent standardized measures used in the HRS study, relevant psychometric characteristics are also provided.

Table 4 *Main Predictor Variables (Level 1 and 2)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Operationalization</th>
<th>Values used in analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEMOGRAPHICS (Level 2)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td>Do you consider yourself primarily white or Caucasian, Black or African American, American Indian, or Asian, or something else? 1-White/Caucasian; 2-Black/African American; 3-Other. Do you consider yourself Hispanic? 0-Not Hispanic; 1-Hispanic</td>
<td>0-White Non Hispanic; 1-Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Is respondent male or female? 1-Male; 2-Female</td>
<td>0-Male; 1-Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIFE COURSE FACTORS (Level 2)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Age in years at the end of the interview in 2000</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer History</td>
<td>Has a doctor ever told you that you have cancer or a malignant tumor, excluding minor skin cancers? 0-No; 1-Yes The cancer history variable was addressed during sampling and therefore the final sample only contains participants who either never had cancer, or were diagnosed with a first cancer</td>
<td>0-No; 1-Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
between 1998 and 2000 waves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1998 (pre-cancer) Depression Levels</th>
<th>Same as criterion variable. The symptoms of depression measured in 1998.</th>
<th>0-No Symptoms; 1-One Symptom; 2=Two or more Symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same as criterion variable in terms of reliability and validity.</td>
<td>You felt depressed. (yes/no) You were happy. (yes/no) You felt lonely. (yes/no) You enjoyed life. (yes/no) You felt sad. (yes/no) 0-no; 1-yes (with the positive items reverse-scored)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNAL RESOURCES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjective Physical Health (Level 1, 2000-2008, 5 waves)</strong></td>
<td>Would you say your health is excellent (1), very good (2), good (3), fair (4), or poor (5)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test-retest reliability: Alpha = 0.92 (Lorig et al., 1996)</td>
<td>Compared with your health when we talked with you in (previous wave), would you say that your health is much better now (1), somewhat better now (2), about the same (3), somewhat worse (4) or much worse (5)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjective Life Expectancy (Level 1, 2000-2008, 5 waves)</strong></td>
<td>What is the percent chance that you will live to age ___ (as specified in RWLIV10 variable on question wording; age 80-100 based on current age)? 0% chance to 100% chance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good predictive validity – participants' subjective survival probabilities predicted actual survival (those who survived in the panel reported survival probabilities 50% greater at baseline than those who died (Hurd &amp; McGarry, 2002) Subjective probabilities of survival are good approximations to population probabilities, they are</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
internally consistent, and they covary with other variables in the same way as in other data (Hurd & McGarry, 1995)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Dispositional Optimism (Level 2)</strong></th>
<th>Please say how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements: 1- strongly agree; 2- moderately agree; 3-slightly agree; 4-slightly disagree; 5- moderately disagree; 6- strongly disagree</th>
<th>Average scores for 3 questions on pessimism/optimism for an index on pessimism/optimism. Measured in 2004, 2006 and 2008.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modified from Life Orientation</td>
<td>Pessimism If something can go wrong for me, it will. I hardly ever expect things to go my way. I rarely count on good things happening to me. Optimism I am always optimistic about my future. In uncertain times I usually expect the best. Overall I expect more good things to happen to me than bad.</td>
<td>Final Level 2 Optimism score and Pessimism score obtained from individual year (2004, 2006 OR 2008) or the mean of 2 or more years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXTERNAL RESOURCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Education (Level 2)</strong></th>
<th>What is the highest grade of school or year of college you completed? <em>Education in Years</em></th>
<th>n.a.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Worth (Level 1, 2000-2008, 5 waves)</strong></td>
<td>Total assets, pensions, social security and earnings minus debt</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment (Level 1, 2000-2008, 5 waves)</strong></td>
<td>Now I'm going to ask you some questions about your current employment situation. Are you working now, temporarily laid off, unemployed and looking for work, disabled and unable to</td>
<td>1-Works Full or Part-time; 2- Retired; 3- Disabled / Unemployed / Not in Labor Force</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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work, retired, a homemaker, or what?
1-works full time; 2-works part time; 3-unemployed; 4-partly retired; 5-retired; 6-disabled; 7-not in labor force

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Insurance (Level 1, 2000-2008, 5 waves)</th>
<th>How many health insurance plans do you have?</th>
<th>Total # of health plans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Support (Level 2)</td>
<td>Positive Social Support</td>
<td>Recoded Likert responses so that high scores on the items indicated high levels of support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series of questions assessing social integration (number of social ties) and the quality of interaction with those social ties. Questions are repeated for spouse/partner, children, family, and friends. Reliability: Positive social support: Alpha= 0.81 (spouse); 0.83 (children); 0.86 (other family); 0.84 (friends). Negative social support: Alpha=0.78 (spouse); 0.78 (children); 0.78 (other family); 0.76 (friends). (Clarke, et al., 2008)</td>
<td>1-A lot, 2-Some, 3-A little, 4-Not at all How much do they really understand the way you feel about things? How much can you rely on them if you have a serious problem? How much can you open up to them if you need to talk about your worries? Negative Social Support How often do they make too many demands on you? (Not asked in 2004) How much do they criticize you? How much do they let you down when you are counting on them? How much do they get on your nerves?</td>
<td>Index for each relationship category created by averaging the scores within each dimension. Measured in 2004, 2006 and 2008. Level 2 scores for each relationship category obtained from individual year (2004, 2006 OR 2008) or the mean of 2 or more years. Factor analysis on the relationship categories indicated one factor. Factor loadings were used to calculate a final weighted social support score.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status (Level 1, 2000-2008, 5 waves)</td>
<td>What is your current marital status?</td>
<td>0-No Spouse or Partner Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-Married; 2-Married, spouse absent; 3-Partnered; 4-Separated; 5-Divorced; 6-Separated/Divorced; 7-Widowed; 8-Never Married</td>
<td>1-Spouse or Partner Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Support (Level 1, 2000-2008, 5 waves)</td>
<td>Do you now get psychiatric or psychological treatment for</td>
<td>Recoded into one combined variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological / psychiatric treatment</td>
<td>your problems?</td>
<td>where 0-No Psychiatric / Psychological Problems; 1-Psychiatric / Psychological Problems with Counseling and/or Medication; 2-Psychiatric / Psychological Problems with no Counseling or Medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotropic medication</td>
<td>Do you now take tranquilizers, antidepressants, or pills for nerves?</td>
<td>1-Yes; 5-No; Blank Inapplicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HEALTH-RELATED RESOURCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective Physical Health (Level 1, 2000-2008, 5 waves)</th>
<th>Days in bed</th>
<th>Due to lack of incidence in national sample (between 88% and 91% of sample did not spend any days in bed), recoded into 2 groups: 0-No Days in Bed; 1-One or More Days in Bed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presence of absence of co-morbid conditions</td>
<td>Since we last talked to you, has a doctor told you that you have high blood pressure or hypertension/diabetes/lung disease/heart problems/stroke/psychiatric problems/arthritis?</td>
<td>Score is sum of yes answers to 7 items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>Are you often troubled with pain?</td>
<td>Combined the two variables to: 0-No Pain; 1-Mild; 2-Moderate; 3-Severe; 8-Don’t Know coded as missing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Functioning (Level 1, 2000-2008, 5 waves)</th>
<th>Because of a health problem or memory problem do you have any difficulty with: Bathing (yes/no) Dressing (yes/no)</th>
<th>Due to lack of incidence in national sample (between 85% and 91% of sample did not have any ADL or IADL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Living Eating (yes/no), difficulty), combined
Getting in/out of bed (yes/no)
Walking (yes/no)
ADL Summary: sum ADLs where respondent reports any difficulty.
Because of a health problem or memory problem do you have any difficulty with:
Making telephone calls (yes/no)
Managing money (yes/no)
Taking medications (yes/no)
Shopping for groceries (yes/no)
Preparing hot meals (yes/no)
IADL Summary: sum IADLs where respondent reports any difficulty

Instrumental Activities of Daily Living
In summary, and Herzog, 2004)
Reliability: Alpha=0.86
Instrumental Activities of Daily Living
Reliability: Alpha=0.84

Criterion Variable

The criterion variable was measured on Level 1 and includes symptoms of depression as an indicator of emotional distress. Table 5 indicates which standardized measure was used in the HRS study together with relevant psychometric characteristics.

Table 5 Criterion Variable (Level 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Operationalization</th>
<th>Values used in analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms of Depression</td>
<td>Now think about the past week and the feelings you have experienced. Please tell me if each of the following was true for you much of the time this past week.</td>
<td>Somatization variables removed. 0-Zero Symptoms 1-One Symptom 2-Two Symptoms 3-Three Symptoms 4-Four Symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability: Alpha=0.77-0.83</td>
<td>(Steffick et al., 2000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A cutoff point of 3 or more on the 8 item CES-D indicates clinical depression. Sensitivity=71%; Specificity=79%. (Turvey, Wallace, &amp; Herzog, 1999)</td>
<td>Emotional: You felt depressed. (yes/no) You were happy. (yes/no) You felt lonely. (yes/no) You enjoyed life. (yes/no) You felt sad. (yes/no) Somatic: You felt that everything you did was an effort. (yes/no) Your sleep was restless. (yes/no) You could not get going. (yes/no) Summary score ranging from 0-8 created by summing the number of “yes” answers across the eight items (with the positive items reverse-scored).</td>
<td>5-Five Symptoms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The measure of distress, or symptoms of depression, consists of a subset of eight items from the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) (Radloff, 1977). The CES-D scale measures a continuum of psychological distress (symptoms of depression), rather than determining the presence or absence of recognized psychiatric disorders. A summary score ranging from zero to eight is created by summing the number of “yes” answers across the eight items (with the positive items reverse-scored) (Steffick, et al., 2000).
### Number of obs w/o missing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HRS: Wave 2</th>
<th>HRS: Wave 3</th>
<th>AHEAD: Wave 1</th>
<th>AHEAD: Wave 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RELIABILITY¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach's alpha - raw variables</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach's alpha - standardized</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACTOR ANALYSIS¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varimax (Orthogonal) Rotation²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt depressed</td>
<td>0.68 0.45</td>
<td>0.61 0.48</td>
<td>0.59 0.45</td>
<td>0.60 0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything was an effort</td>
<td>0.29 0.70</td>
<td>0.20 0.73</td>
<td>0.23 0.72</td>
<td>0.20 0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep was restless</td>
<td>0.12 0.72</td>
<td>0.14 0.69</td>
<td>0.09 0.65</td>
<td>0.04 0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was happy (reverse scored)</td>
<td>0.90 0.15</td>
<td>0.79 0.13</td>
<td>0.78 0.06</td>
<td>0.80 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt lonely</td>
<td>0.63 0.33</td>
<td>0.61 0.31</td>
<td>0.55 0.34</td>
<td>0.57 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyed life (reverse scored)</td>
<td>0.78 0.07</td>
<td>0.77 0.04</td>
<td>0.74 0.03</td>
<td>0.75 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt sad</td>
<td>0.71 0.35</td>
<td>0.67 0.34</td>
<td>0.68 0.33</td>
<td>0.67 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could not get going</td>
<td>0.20 0.77</td>
<td>0.18 0.72</td>
<td>0.13 0.74</td>
<td>0.21 0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promax (Oblique) Rotation³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt depressed</td>
<td>0.54 0.26</td>
<td>0.47 0.32</td>
<td>0.47 0.31</td>
<td>0.49 0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything was an effort</td>
<td>0.10 0.60</td>
<td>0.01 0.66</td>
<td>0.06 0.65</td>
<td>0.04 0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep was restless</td>
<td>-0.07 0.66</td>
<td>-0.03 0.64</td>
<td>-0.05 0.59</td>
<td>-0.10 0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was happy (reverse scored)</td>
<td>0.73 -0.07</td>
<td>0.73 -0.06</td>
<td>0.75 -0.12</td>
<td>0.77 -0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt lonely</td>
<td>0.52 0.16</td>
<td>0.52 0.16</td>
<td>0.46 0.21</td>
<td>0.48 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyed life (reverse scored)</td>
<td>0.74 -0.14</td>
<td>0.73 -0.15</td>
<td>0.72 -0.14</td>
<td>0.72 -0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt sad</td>
<td>0.60 0.15</td>
<td>0.57 0.17</td>
<td>0.59 0.17</td>
<td>0.57 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could not get going</td>
<td>0.00 0.69</td>
<td>0.00 0.66</td>
<td>-0.04 0.70</td>
<td>0.05 0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation between factors</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvalue</td>
<td>3.85 0.99</td>
<td>3.49 1.01</td>
<td>3.20 1.03</td>
<td>3.26 1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of variance explained</td>
<td>40.1% 12.4%</td>
<td>43.6% 12.6%</td>
<td>40.0% 12.9%</td>
<td>40.7% 13.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**

1. Principal components analysis is weighted. Weights from HRS 2 are also used for HRS 3; weights from AHEAD 1 are used for AHEAD 2.
2. Rotated factor pattern shown. Rotated factors are uncorrelated.
3. The reference structure (semipartial correlations) is shown for the rotated factors.

### Figure 6. Psychometric properties of the CES-D in the HRS and AHEAD:


Fechner-Bates, Coyne, and Schwenk (1994) provide results of research on the relationship of the CES-D to both depressive disorders and anxiety disorders, as well as other psychiatric diagnoses. Psychometric evaluation done by HRS researchers (Steffick, et al., 2000) on the eight-item CES-D scale used in Waves 2 and 3 of HRS, and all of AHEAD Waves (originally HRS and AHEAD...
were two separate studies but were combined in 1996) revealed Cronbach alphas ranging from 0.77 to 0.83 (see Figure 6).

For this study, the three items assessing somatic symptoms were removed due to their unreliability in cancer patients (Akechi et al.; Breitbart, 2010; Endicott, 1984). A summary score ranging from zero to five was therefore created by summing the number of “yes” answers across the five items (with the positive items reverse-scored).

Analysis

After obtaining institutional review board approval to review and report on these data, IBM SPSS Statistics 19 was used for data management and preliminary analyses. After conducting person-level descriptive analyses using the conventional horizontal data file, the file was restructured a person-period (vertical) data file in which each person had multiple records, one for each wave (measurement occasion) on which the person completed the interview survey. This vertical file was used for measurement occasion-level descriptive analysis. The vertical file was uploaded to a specialized multilevel software package, MLwiN Version 2.24 was used for this analysis (Rasbash, Steele, Browne, & Goldstein, 2009). MLwiN is a sophisticated program that can fit complex multilevel models with ML estimation. In preparing the dataset for analysis, the data were organized and sorted into level 2 and level 1 data, with level 2 data comprising time invariant between person data of each individual and level 1 data comprising of time variant within person data of each individual.
The most appropriate analysis for this study is multilevel modeling of ordered categorical count data; in this study event rates are low and there are many zeros (assumption of normality cannot be met and transformation not possible); hierarchical generalized linear modeling (HGLM) (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002), allows for the identification of patterns within and between individuals, as well as for testing potential interactions between predictors and time. The model fit is accomplished with Bayesian modeling using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation. MCMC methods are stochastic; unlike classical methods that converge to a point, they converge to a distribution. MLwiN utilizes a Metropolis Hastings sampling method to sample diffuse prior distributions. A 'burnin' period is used to allow the chains to converge to the distribution of interest. The chains are then a dependent sample of values from the distribution of interest. Because of this dependence, a recommended effective sample size (ESS) of 250 is recommended for model convergence (Browne, Clarke, Jones, Leckie, & Steele, 2012). As will be discussed in the next chapter ESS values exceeded 1000 with 50,000 iterations.

Preliminary analysis investigated the structure of each variable on each level, and bivariate analysis allowed for the investigation of the relationship among variables and the testing for multicollinearity. The distribution of each variable, including outliers, was inspected and corrected as needed to prevent any violation of functional form in the predictor variables.

After the preliminary analysis, the analytic model for the dependent variable (count of scores on the depression symptoms—with an ordered
hierarchical nature—as measured by the modified CES-D) was developed in five steps, using random intercept multinomial ordered categorical model fitting strategies: (a) fitting the unconditional model which describes probability of having depression symptoms across individuals (Model A) using the following formula: \( \text{resp}_{ijk} \sim \text{Ordered Multinomial} (\text{Constant}_{jk}, \pi_{ijk}) \) \( Y_{0jk} = \pi_{0jk} \) (probability of 0 depression symptoms); \( Y_{1jk} = \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk} \); \( Y_{2jk} = \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk} \); \( Y_{3jk} = \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk} + \pi_{3jk} \); \( Y_{4jk} = \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk} + \pi_{3jk} + \pi_{4jk} \); \( Y_{5jk} = 1 \); (cumulative probabilities of having 0 depression symptoms through 5 depression symptoms) = \( \beta_{0ij} \ldots \beta_{4ij} \) (intercept= 0 depression symptoms...4 depression symptoms across individuals and time) + \( h_{jk} \) (between person error); (b) fitting the unconditional growth model depicting probability of having depression symptoms over time across individuals (Model B); (c) fitting the main effects to explain the change in the dependent variable (Model C); and (d) fitting the interaction effects of cancer with main effects to explain the change in the dependent variable (Model D). In the interest of parsimony, predictor variables that did not contribute to the model fit were excluded from the final model (Model D).

As O'Connell (2010) points out, proportional odds models can be characterized as extensions of hierarchical logistic regression models for dichotomous outcomes usually coded as 0 or 1, where 1 represents the "success" outcome or event of interest. The logistic regression model predicts the probability of success conditional on a collection of categorical or continuous predictors through application of the logit-link. The logit is the natural log of the odds, where the odds is a quotient that conveniently compares the probability of
success to the probability of failure (2010, pp. 1-2). For the ordinal outcome in this study, an ascending cumulative probability is of “success” determined, starting with the probability of having 0 symptoms, then the probability of having 0 or 1 symptoms, then 0, 1, or 2, and so on. For this reason, MLwiN created a third level of data in the analysis, (Level 0) which is that of the probabilities of the ordered outcome categories.

**Summary**

This chapter detailed the methodological plan and analytic strategy for studying life course and resource variables and how they affect emotional distress for older adults over time, comparing those with and without cancer. The next chapter will provide details of each step of the analysis as well as results.
CHAPTER IV: RESULTS

Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful (Box & Draper, 1987).

The purpose of this study was to develop an understanding of the factors that influence emotional distress, specifically symptoms of depression, in older adults with cancer, and to see if these depression trajectories were different from older adults without cancer. More specifically, the study attempted to test a conceptual model integrating the work of Elder (Giele & Elder Jr., 1998a), Lazarus and Folkman (1984), and Hobfoll (1988, 1989, 1998). This model investigated the influence of life course factors, internal, external and health-related resources, and demographics on depression over a period of eight years, and focused on how these resources and factors influenced people with a cancer diagnosis differently than those without a cancer diagnosis.

Findings related to the following research questions will be described in this chapter: a) *Is there a significant relationship between life course factors, internal, external, and health-related resources, and demographics and distress over a period of eight years among older adults with cancer?* and b) *How is this relationship different for those older adults with a cancer diagnosis vs. those without a cancer diagnosis?* This chapter will explain data preparation activities and preliminary analyses, describe the study sample, detail the model building
process and present the results. The final chapter will discuss the implications of
the study, describe its limitations, and outline ideas for future research.

**Data Preparation and Preliminary Analyses**

**Retrieving Data**

In order to draw the sample, the publicly available HRS data from the
Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan was downloaded.
HRS RAND-enhanced Fat Files data (comprised of individual files per Wave) and
the longitudinal HRS RAND data files (version j) were downloaded from the
online HRS (http://hrsonline.isr.umich.edu/concord/index.html).

The HRS RAND data file was chosen as the primary database due to its
preparation as a longitudinal file; it is a cleaned, easy-to-use, and streamlined
version of the HRS with derived variables covering a broad though not complete
range of measures and named consistently across waves; RAND HRS
researchers have included elaborate documentation, with special attention to
comparability of variables across survey waves (RAND Center for the Study of
Aging, 2010, 2010). Additional variables were obtained from the Fat Files which
contained a much more extensive list of variables per study wave. The two data
files were matched using the combined household and person number identifier
(HHIDPN).

**Data Screening**

**Criterion variable.** As indicated previously, use of somatic items to
measure depression in cancer patients has been found to be unreliable (Akechi,
et al.). Therefore, the following three items scores were removed from the pre-
calculated CES-D score in the HRS RAND longitudinal file, to create a total score of only the five emotion items of the CES-D scale: 1) you felt that everything you did was an effort; 2) your sleep was restless; and 3) you could not get going.

Data investigation revealed 30 measurement occasions among those with cancer with missing CES-D scores; all missing measurement occasions were deleted. Non-cancer participants had no missing measurement occasions due to the way they were sampled. Table 6 shows the people from whom measurement occasions were deleted, the total amount of occasions deleted per person, as well as the total amount of occasions deleted by year.

Table 6 *Measurement Occasions Deleted per Case ID*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10994010</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21671010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34644011</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40913020</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41173010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51577010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53279010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62108011</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74260040</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80339040</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85214010</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201899020</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202218020</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203241010</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203879020</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207052020</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207857010</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211921010</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213225010</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

√ = data complete  
X = data missing
Table 7 highlights the number of study participants per wave with complete data on the dependent variable.

Table 7  Study Participants per Wave with Complete Data on the DV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Cancer</th>
<th>Non-Cancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1381</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1386</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1384</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1373</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>1190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Demographics. In the original HRS RAND longitudinal file, two questions were asked related to race/ethnicity; the first question focused on race group and the second question on Hispanic origins. These two variables were combined for this analysis, where White Non-Hispanics were coded as 0 and everyone else as 1. It was not possible to differentiate more between other race and/or ethnic groups, due to the Other group representing only 18 percent of the sample. Gender was recoded with 0=male and 1=female. These two variables had no cases with unknown gender and/or race/ethnicity designations.

Life course factors. Age was recorded as the actual age of participants in 2000. The cancer history variable was addressed during sampling and therefore the final sample only contains participants who either never had cancer (0), or were diagnosed with a first cancer between 1998 and 2000 waves (1). The history of depression variable represented the score participants received on the five emotion symptom CES-D items in 1998. Seven individuals had missing values that were replaced with the individual’s personal mode; six of these individuals never had any symptoms over the course of the study.
**Internal resources. Subjective physical health and subjective life expectancy** variables were used as is from the HRS RAND longitudinal file. Table 8 indicates the number of people who had between 1 and 5 waves of missing data. For those who had between 1 and 4 waves missing, the missing values were replaced with their own individual mean value. For those who had all 5 waves missing, the missing values were replaced with the mean of the specific year.

**Table 8 Number of Waves Missing by Variable**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor Variable</th>
<th>Missing 1 wave</th>
<th>Missing 2 waves</th>
<th>Missing 3 waves</th>
<th>Missing 4 waves</th>
<th>Missing 5 waves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Physical Health</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Life Expectancy</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dispositional optimism** variables formed part of the Leave Behind Survey that was completed in 2004, 2006 and 2008 and were obtained from the HRS RAND Fat Files by individual years, resulting in an optimism and pessimism score for each year. Both the optimism and pessimism scores represent the mean of the three items on the Optimism Index and the three items on the Pessimism Index. To represent a valid score, at least two of the items had to be answered. If this was not the case, a score was not reported for that year. The same respondents did not necessarily participate in each of the years. Some of the respondents only participated once in the Leave Behind Survey, therefore only one score could be used for dispositional optimism. In cases where respondents participated more than once, the mean of their scores over the
different years were used. For this reason the dispositional optimism variables were treated as a level 2 variable.

**External resources.** The *education* variable was treated as a level 2 variable where the first non-missing value for each case in the HRS RAND longitudinal file was used. The *net worth* variable was part of the HRS RAND longitudinal file and represented a combination of multiple income and asset measures. RAND researchers used a multistage approach to imputing values for missing income and assets for those respondents who did not provide answers to the net worth questions. After investigating the distribution of the net worth variable, it was determined that, as expected, it was highly skewed with outlying values mostly at the top end of the distribution. To diminish the influence of outlying values, negative assets were set to zero and positive values were truncated at the 90\textsuperscript{th} percentile for each survey year (see Angel, Jimenez, & Angel, 2007; Avendano & Glymour, 2008).

The *employment* variable was part of the HRS RAND longitudinal file and was assigned by examining all waves of data and tracker files, combining multiple labor force measures. The seven response categories were collapsed after per wave one-way ANOVAs with Tamhane's T2 post hoc tests found no statistical differences between the mean CES-D scores of those who worked full and part time, between those who were partially or fully retired, and between those who were disabled, unemployed or not in labor force. The responses were therefore recoded into 1=works full or part-time; 2=retired; and 3=disabled, unemployed, or not in labor force.
The **health insurance** variable was used as prepared by the HRS RAND longitudinal file and was taken from a direct question that asks how many plans each respondent had. A small number of missing values were replaced with the individual's mean over the other 4 waves (see Table 9).

**Table 9 Number of Missing Waves Replaced with Individual Mean**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor Variable</th>
<th>Missing 1 wave</th>
<th>Missing 2 waves</th>
<th>Missing 3 waves</th>
<th>Missing 4 waves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total # of Heath Plans</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Social support** variables formed part of the Leave Behind Survey that was completed in 2004, 2006 and 2008 and were obtained from the HRS RAND Fat Files by individual years. Social support indices consist of a series of questions assessing social integration (number of social ties) and the quality of interaction with those social ties. Seven questions in 2004 and eight questions in 2006 and 2008 are repeated for spouse/partner, children, family, and friends, resulting in a positive and negative social support index for each relationship category for each year. Scores on both the Positive and Negative Social Support indices for each relationship category represent the mean of the three items on the Positive Social Support index and the three items (in 2004) or four items (2006 and 2008) on the Negative Social Support index. To represent a valid score, at least two of the items had to be answered. If this was not the case, a score was not reported for that year. Factor analysis on the relationship categories indicated one factor. Factor loadings were used to calculate a final weighted social support score. The same respondents did not necessarily
participate in each of the years. Some of the respondents only participated once in the Leave Behind Survey, therefore only one score could be used for social support. In cases where respondents participated more than once, the mean of their scores over the different years was used. For this reason the social support variables were treated as a level 2 variable. The marital status variable had seven response categories with skewed values; these were collapsed after per wave one-way ANOVAs with Tamhane's T2 post hoc tests found no statistical differences between the mean CES-D scores of those who were married (82 percent) and those who were divorced (8 percent) or widowed (25 percent). The remaining values represented less than 5 percent of cases. All response categories were therefore recoded to 0=no spouse or partner present; 1=spouse or partner present. Five participants had missing values which were replaced with the data from the previous wave (see Table 10)

Table 10 Missing Values on Marital Status Replaced with Previous Wave Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>212618010</td>
<td></td>
<td>Set to 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13296010</td>
<td></td>
<td>Set to 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176718010</td>
<td></td>
<td>Set to 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32996010</td>
<td></td>
<td>Set to 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183944020</td>
<td></td>
<td>Set to 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Psychological support** was a recoded variable created by combining two variables: psychiatric or psychological treatment (yes/no) and psychotropic medications (yes/no) into one combined variable where 0=no psychiatric /
psychological problems; 1=psychiatric / psychological problems with counseling and/or medication; 2=psychiatric / psychological problems with no counseling or medication. There were no missing values on this variable.

Health related resources. Objective physical health was measured with three separate variables, namely days in bed, comorbid conditions and pain. The days in bed variable was recoded due to lack of incidence in national sample (between 88 percent and 91 percent of sample did not spend any days in bed) into 2 groups: 0=no days in bed; 1=one or more days in bed. Twenty-five measurement occasions had missing values which were replaced with previous year's data. The comorbid conditions variable represented the sum of yes answers to seven questions asking about presence of high blood pressure or hypertension, diabetes, lung disease, heart problems, stroke, psychiatric problems, or arthritis. The pain variable was a combination of two variables asking about (1) presence of absence of pain and (2) degree of pain; the combined variable was recoded as 0=no pain; 1=mild; 2=moderate; 3=severe; "don't know" was recoded as missing. Eight measurement occasions had missing values which were replaced with previous year's data.

Physical functioning was a recoded variable based on scores obtained for Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) and Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADLs). Due to lack of incidence in national sample (between 85 percent and 91 percent of sample did not have any ADL or IADL difficulty), ADL Summary and IADL Summary were combined, then recoded into 2 groups: 0=no problems with ADLs and IADL; 1=one or more problems with ADLs or IADLs.
One measurement occasion contained missing data and was replaced with data from prior wave.

**Description of Sample**

**Demographics**

The final sample included 6906 Level 1 units (measurement occasions) for 1390 Level 2 units (participants). Table 11 presents demographic characteristics of the study sample. Most were white non-Hispanic and female. Of the cancer sample, 87 percent (174) were white, while 81 percent were of the non-cancer sample was white.

Table 11 *Level 2 Demographics of Study Population (N=1390)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Overall f (%)</th>
<th>Cancer f (%)</th>
<th>Non Cancer f (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Non-Hispanic</td>
<td>1142 (82.2)</td>
<td>174 (87)</td>
<td>968 (81.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>248 (17.8)</td>
<td>26 (13)</td>
<td>222 (18.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>857 (61.7)</td>
<td>102 (51)</td>
<td>755 (63.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>533 (38.3)</td>
<td>98 (49)</td>
<td>435 (36.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Life Course Factors**

Table 12 details descriptive statistics for life course variables. Mean age for the total sample was 64.34 (SD=8.33) in 2000, ranging between 50 and 91 years. Just under one half (45.2 percent) were 65 and older. Of the cancer cases, 52 percent (103) were diagnosed in 1999, 27 percent (53) in 1998, and 21 percent (44) were diagnosed in 2000 (prior to when the 2000 data was collected). The mean age for the non-cancer sample in 2000 was 64.02 (SD=8.36), ranging between 50 and 91. The mean age for the cancer sample in 2000 was 66.26
(SD=7.89), ranging between 52 and 85). Forty-three percent of the non-cancer cases were 65 and older; 56 percent of the cancer cases were 65 and older. No one in the sample died during the study period. Overall, 15 percent of the sample had two or more symptoms of distress in 1998 (prior to any cancer diagnosis). Among those with cancer, 14 percent had two or more symptoms of distress while 15 percent of non-cancer cases had two or more symptoms.

Table 12 Level 2 Life Course Factors of Study Population (N=1390)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Cancer</th>
<th>Non-Cancer Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=1390</td>
<td>N=200</td>
<td>N=1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f(%)  X (SD)</td>
<td>f(%)  X (SD)</td>
<td>f(%)  X (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in 2000</td>
<td>64.34(8.33) 50-91</td>
<td>66.26(7.87) 52-85</td>
<td>64.02(8.36) 50-91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998 Distress Symptoms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>977(70.3)</td>
<td>145(72.5)</td>
<td>832(69.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Symptom</td>
<td>202(14.5)</td>
<td>27(13.5)</td>
<td>175(14.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5 Symptoms</td>
<td>211(15.2)</td>
<td>28(14.0)</td>
<td>183(15.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Internal Resources

Detailed descriptive statistics for internal resource predictors are provided in Tables 13 (level one variables) and 14 (level two variables).
Table 13 Sample Characteristics for Ordinal and Interval Internal Resource Predictors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Overall (N=1390)</th>
<th>Cancer Cases</th>
<th>Non-Cancer Cases N=1190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \bar{X} ) (SD)</td>
<td>Median Range</td>
<td>( \bar{X} ) (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Life Expectancy</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>51.81 (29.96)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>48.13 (28.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>50.72 (30.24)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>48.60 (29.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>50.68 (31.20)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>49.01 (30.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>47.29 (30.82)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>43.00 (31.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>49.63 (31.04)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>48.07 (29.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Yrs</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>50.03 (30.68)</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>47.35 (29.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>2.60 (1.05)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2.65 (1.04)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2.72 (1.06)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2.75 (1.07)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Yrs</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2.67 (1.06)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 14 *Level 2 Internal Resource Factors of Study Population*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Overall (N=1390)</th>
<th>Cancer Cases N=200</th>
<th>Non-Cancer Cases N=1190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\bar{X}$ (SD)</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimism</td>
<td>4.30 (1.15)</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pessimism</td>
<td>2.73 (1.23)</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
External Resources

Descriptive statistics for level two external resource predictors, continuous and categorical predictors are presented in Tables 15, 16, and 17 respectively.

Table 15 Level 2 External Resource Factors of Study Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Overall (N=1390)</th>
<th>Cancer Cases N=200</th>
<th>Non-Cancer Cases N=1190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\bar{X}$ (SD)</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>$\bar{X}$ (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>12.63 (3.02)</td>
<td>0-17</td>
<td>12.48 (2.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Support</td>
<td>2.32 (0.29)</td>
<td>1.14-3.17</td>
<td>2.33 (0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.32 (0.29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 16 Sample Characteristics for Ordinal and Interval External Resource Predictors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Overall (N=1390)</th>
<th>Cancer Cases</th>
<th>Non-Cancer Cases N=1190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$X$ (SD)</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Worth ($)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>309,644 (327,110)</td>
<td>176,500</td>
<td>0-1,029,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>316,564 (314,603)</td>
<td>195,000</td>
<td>0-976,858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>345,347 (340,210)</td>
<td>224,300</td>
<td>0-1,051,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>396,191 (391,816)</td>
<td>257,001</td>
<td>0-1,186,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>402,240 (402,996)</td>
<td>255,750</td>
<td>0-1,261,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across measure</td>
<td>354,609 (359,508)</td>
<td>221,369</td>
<td>0-1,261,600</td>
<td>324,147 (344,704)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occasions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.66 (0.60)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00-4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>0.83 (0.54)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00-5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>0.80 (0.55)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00-4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>0.72 (0.57)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00-5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>0.65 (0.55)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00-5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across measure</td>
<td>0.73 (0.57)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00-5.00</td>
<td>0.73 (0.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>Cancer Cases</td>
<td>Non Cancer Cases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works Full or Part Time</td>
<td>480 (34.8)</td>
<td>392 (28.4)</td>
<td>315 (22.7)</td>
<td>262 (18.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially or fully retired</td>
<td>700 (50.7)</td>
<td>787 (56.9)</td>
<td>903 (65.2)</td>
<td>971 (70.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled/Unemployed/Not in Labor Force</td>
<td>201 (14.6)</td>
<td>203 (14.7)</td>
<td>168 (12.1)</td>
<td>151 (10.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Spouse or Partner Present</td>
<td>372 (26.9)</td>
<td>401 (29.0)</td>
<td>426 (30.7)</td>
<td>470 (34.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse or Partner Present</td>
<td>1009 (73.1)</td>
<td>981 (71.0)</td>
<td>960 (69.3)</td>
<td>914 (66.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological/Psychiatric Tx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No psychiatric problems</td>
<td>1360 (98.5)</td>
<td>1189 (86.0)</td>
<td>1181 (85.2)</td>
<td>1161 (83.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric problems with counseling and/or meds</td>
<td>11 (0.8)</td>
<td>193 (14.0)</td>
<td>205 (14.8)</td>
<td>223 (16.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric problems/no support</td>
<td>10 (0.7)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Health Related Resources**
Descriptive statistics for health related variables are highlighted in Tables 18 and 19.

Table 18 *Sample Characteristics for Ordinal Health-Related Resource Predictors (N=1390)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Overall (N=1390)</th>
<th>Cancer Cases</th>
<th>Non-Cancer Cases N=1190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \bar{X} ) (SD)</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.55 (1.25)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00-6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.76 (1.31)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.00-7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.98 (1.38)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.00-7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-morbid Conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.18 (1.42)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.00-7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sum)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.35 (1.44)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.00-7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.96 (1.39)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.00-7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occasions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 19 Sample Characteristics for Categorical Health-Related Resource Predictors (N=1390)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Cancer Cases</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Non Cancer Cases</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f(%)</td>
<td>f(%)</td>
<td>f(%)</td>
<td>f(%)</td>
<td>f(%)</td>
<td>f(%)</td>
<td>f(%)</td>
<td>f(%)</td>
<td>f(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days In Bed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Days in Bed</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>1241</td>
<td>1267</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(88.6)</td>
<td>(89.8)</td>
<td>(91.4)</td>
<td>(91.0)</td>
<td>(89.7)</td>
<td>(88)</td>
<td>(90.6)</td>
<td>(90.3)</td>
<td>(90.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or More Days in Bed</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(11.4)</td>
<td>(10.2)</td>
<td>(8.6)</td>
<td>(9.0)</td>
<td>(10.3)</td>
<td>(12.0)</td>
<td>(12.0)</td>
<td>(9.7)</td>
<td>(9.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>983</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(73.0)</td>
<td>(71.1)</td>
<td>(68.6)</td>
<td>(67.0)</td>
<td>(67.2)</td>
<td>(73.3)</td>
<td>(71.9)</td>
<td>(65.3)</td>
<td>(62.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(8.8)</td>
<td>(8.5)</td>
<td>(9.5)</td>
<td>(10.1)</td>
<td>(8.0)</td>
<td>(8.4)</td>
<td>(6.3)</td>
<td>(9.7)</td>
<td>(12.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(15.1)</td>
<td>(16.4)</td>
<td>(18.4)</td>
<td>(17.3)</td>
<td>(20.6)</td>
<td>(15.7)</td>
<td>(19.3)</td>
<td>(21.4)</td>
<td>(20.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>5 (2.6)</td>
<td>5 (2.6)</td>
<td>7 (3.6)</td>
<td>7 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.1)</td>
<td>(3.9)</td>
<td>(3.5)</td>
<td>(5.6)</td>
<td>(4.2)</td>
<td>(5 (2.6)</td>
<td>(5 (2.6)</td>
<td>(7 (3.6)</td>
<td>(7 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL &amp; IADL Summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Difficulty</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>1188</td>
<td>1171</td>
<td>1148</td>
<td>1103</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(87.8)</td>
<td>(86.0)</td>
<td>(84.5)</td>
<td>(82.9)</td>
<td>(80.3)</td>
<td>(83.8)</td>
<td>(83.9)</td>
<td>(75.0)</td>
<td>(77.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with 1 or More</td>
<td>(12.2)</td>
<td>(14.0)</td>
<td>(15.5)</td>
<td>(17.1)</td>
<td>(19.7)</td>
<td>(16.2)</td>
<td>(16.1)</td>
<td>(25.0)</td>
<td>(22.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Criterion Variable

The final set of tables (20 and 21) provides descriptive statistics for the criterion variable as well as its bivariate relationship with the predictor variables.

Table 20 Sample Characteristics of Criterion Variable: Distress

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Overall (N=1390)</th>
<th>Cancer Cases N=200</th>
<th>Non-Cancer Cases N=1190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\bar{x}$ (SD)</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distress</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.66 (1.17)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0-5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>0.66 (1.22)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0-5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>0.62 (1.18)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0-5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>0.64 (1.19)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0-5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>0.57 (1.13)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0-5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.63 (1.18)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0-5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occasions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 21 Relationships between Criterion Variable and Continuous Predictors (Across All Measurement Occasions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age years in 2000</th>
<th>Subjective Physical Health</th>
<th>Subjective Life Expectancy</th>
<th>Optimism</th>
<th>Pessimism</th>
<th>Education in Years</th>
<th>Net Worth</th>
<th>Health Plans</th>
<th>Social Support</th>
<th>Comorbid Conditions</th>
<th>Pain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distress</td>
<td>0.027*</td>
<td>.292**</td>
<td>-.141**</td>
<td>-.120**</td>
<td>.154**</td>
<td>-.143**</td>
<td>-.187**</td>
<td>-.095**</td>
<td>-.107**</td>
<td>.172**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p≤0.05  
**p≤0.001
Poorer self-rated health was significantly associated with higher distress. Increasing pessimism, co-morbid conditions, and pain were all significantly associated with increased distress. Finally, as rates of subjective life expectancy, optimism, education, net worth, health plans, and social support went down, rates of distress increased significantly.
Table 22 Relationships Between Criterion Variable and Categorical Predictors
(Across All Measurement Occasions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall Distress Symptoms</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>% of sample</td>
<td>% above median</td>
<td>df</td>
<td>$X^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race/Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>27.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>41.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>23.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>34.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cancer History</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>29.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>32.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1998 (pre-cancer) Distress</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>20.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Symptom</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>46.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5 Symptoms</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>62.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works Full or Part Time</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>27.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially or Fully Retired</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>29.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled / Unemployed / Not in Labor Force</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital Status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Spouse or Partner Present</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>43.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse or Partner Present</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>23.94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psych Support</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Psych Problems</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>26.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psych Problems with Support</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>56.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psych Problems with No Support</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Days in Bed</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Days in Bed</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>28.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 or More Days in Bed</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>47.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADLs and IADLs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Problems with ADLs and IADLs</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>26.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or More Problems with ADLs and IADLs</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>51.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Extension of the Median tests used to test for significant differences in the distress level averages for the 1998 distress, employment and psychosocial support; Median tests were used to test for significant differences on all other variables.

***$p \leq 0.001$

**$p \leq 0.05$

Average distress ratings differed significantly by race/ethnicity, with those in the other category having greater distress. Females had greater average distress than males and those with a cancer history had greater distress than those without cancer. Those with a mild and severe history of distress in 1998
had greater overall distress than those with no history of distress. Part and full time workers and retired individuals had less distress on average than those who were disabled, unemployed or not in the labor force. Those with a spouse or partner present in the household were less distressed, on average, than those with no spouse or partner present. Participants who had psychological problems and were receiving psychological support had greater average distress than those with no psychological problems or those with problems but no support. Average distress was higher for those who spent one or more days in bed in past 30 days than those who had no beds days. Finally, those who had problems with one or more activities of daily living had more average distress than those who had no problems with ADLs.

The next sections describe the model building process. First, initial considerations related to the multilevel structure of the data are discussed. Following that, the details of building several sub-models and the final model are described. Discussion of results is organized by the two research questions.

Model Building

Assessing the Need for the Multilevel Model

An easy way to initially assess patterns of change in a study population is to graph actual growth trajectories for a sample of cases and visually inspect them (Singer & Willett, 2003). Values of the criterion variable were plotted for each of 20 randomly selected individuals with cancer on each of their measurement occasions. These are presented in Figure 7. In these individual growth plots, several things can be observed. First, some cases (e.g., case
number 10395010) reported no symptoms of depression on all measurement occasions, while others (e.g., case number 10994010) reported three or more symptoms of depression across all measurement occasions. Between these extremes, cases experienced a variety of differing trajectories. Some (e.g., case number 12573010) reported high levels of depression symptoms in 2000, then symptoms went down over the remaining measurement occasions.
Figure 7. Empirical growth plots for a sample of the cancer cases.

Next, values of the criterion variable were plotted for each of 20 randomly selected individuals with no history of cancer on each of their measurement occasions. These are presented in Figure 8. In these individual growth plots, similar patterns were observed than for the cancer cases, namely some cases (e.g., case number 10397010) reported no symptoms of depression on all measurement occasions, while others (e.g., case number 10210020) reported three or more symptoms of depression across all measurement occasions. Between these extremes, cases experienced a variety of differing trajectories.
Figure 8. Empirical growth plots for a sample of the non-cancer cases.

Unconditional Model

Fitting the unconditional (null) model which describes the probability of having depression symptoms across individuals (Model A) was accomplished using the equation in Figure 9.

resp\(ijk\) - Ordered Multinomial (Constant, \(\pi_{ijk}\))
\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma_{0jk} &= \pi_{0jk} \\
\gamma_{1jk} &= \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk} \\
\gamma_{2jk} &= \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk} \\
\gamma_{3jk} &= \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk} + \pi_{3jk} \\
\gamma_{4jk} &= \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk} + \pi_{3jk} + \pi_{4jk} \\
\gamma_{5jk} &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\logit(\gamma_{0jk}) = \beta_0 + \text{Constant.}(<=\text{CESD_SOM_REM}_0)_{ijk} + h_{jk}
\]

\[
\logit(\gamma_{1jk}) = \beta_1 + \text{Constant.}(<=\text{CESD_SOM_REM}_1)_{ijk} + h_{jk}
\]

\[
\logit(\gamma_{2jk}) = \beta_2 + \text{Constant.}(<=\text{CESD_SOM_REM}_2)_{ijk} + h_{jk}
\]

\[
\logit(\gamma_{3jk}) = \beta_3 + \text{Constant.}(<=\text{CESD_SOM_REM}_3)_{ijk} + h_{jk}
\]

\[
\logit(\gamma_{4jk}) = \beta_4 + \text{Constant.}(<=\text{CESD_SOM_REM}_4)_{ijk} + h_{jk}
\]

\[
h_{jk} = v_{sk} \text{Constant.}01234
\]

\[
[v_{sk}] \sim N(0, \Omega_v) : \Omega_v = [\sigma^2_{sk}]
\]

\[
\text{cov}(y_{sjk}, y_{rjk}) = y_{sjk}(1 - y_{rjk})/\text{Constant.}jk \leq r
\]

Figure 9. Null model.

Table 23 reveals the estimated intercept, variance components and model fit for the three level null model using people at level 2, and measurement points at level 1 response then becomes level 0. As indicated before, there were 1390
level 2 units (participants) and 6906 level 1 units (measurement occasions). As discussed in the analysis section, with a cumulative probability model, an additional level is included when the analysis is done, represented here by level 0. This level is the response category level, indicating the amount of symptoms each person had. In essence this is a binary variable, with five rows for each measurement occasion, indicating if there was 0 symptoms present (yes/no); 1 symptom present (yes/no), etc. For this sample there were a total of 34,530 responses on level 0.

Table 23 Null Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 Depression Symptoms((y_{0jk}))</td>
<td>1.34*** (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\leq 1) Depression Symptom((y_{1jk}))</td>
<td>2.54*** (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\leq 2) Depression Symptoms((y_{2jk}))</td>
<td>3.48*** (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\leq 3) Depression Symptoms((y_{3jk}))</td>
<td>4.56*** (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\leq 4) Depression Symptoms((y_{4jk}))</td>
<td>5.65*** (0.13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level: Person</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant.01234/Constant.01234((\sigma^2_{\epsilon_k}))</td>
<td>4.07*** (0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIC:</td>
<td>11916.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD:</td>
<td>954.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses.

***p ≤ 0.001; **p ≤ 0.01; *p ≤ 0.05

In this null model (Model A, Table 23) the “success” being modeled is that of having a response at or below each response level. The results of the first equation in Table 23 indicate that for the null model, without any predictors, the log-odds of having 0 symptoms of depression is 1.34, which corresponds to a probability of \(\exp(1.34)/[1+\exp(1.34) = 0.70\). From the second equation, the log-odds of having 0 or 1 symptom(s) of depression is 2.54, which corresponds to a
probability of \( \frac{\exp(2.54)}{1+\exp(2.54)} = 0.83 \). Similarly, in the third equation, the log-odds of having 0, 1, or 2 symptoms of depression is 3.48, which corresponds to a probability of \( \frac{\exp(3.48)}{1+\exp(3.48)} = 0.91 \). The fourth equation indicates the log-odds of having 0, 1, 2, or 3 symptoms of depression is 4.56, from which a cumulative probability of 0.96 is obtained. Finally, the fifth equation indicates the log-odds of having 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 symptoms of depression is 5.65, from which a cumulative probability of 0.98 is obtained.

The intraclass correlation (ICC) coefficient provides an assessment of how much variability in responses lies at the highest level (person level). When a logistic model is used, the level one residuals are assumed to follow the standard logistic distribution which has a mean of 0 and a variance of \( \pi^2 / 3 = 3.29 \). The ICC was calculated using this formula as suggested by O'Connell (2010):

\[
ICC = \frac{\tau_{00}}{\tau_{00} + 3.29} = \frac{4.07}{4.07 + 3.29}.
\]

\( \tau_{00} = \) value of the intercept.

Applying this formula to the null model (Model A, Table 23 above) suggested that 55 percent of the variance in depression symptoms was between people in 2000. This supports the need for a multilevel model which accounts for variance between and within subjects.

The Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) is used as a diagnostic to assess the fit of models estimated with MCMC methods. According to Browne (2009, p. 28),

The DIC diagnostic is simple to calculate from an MCMC run as it simply involves calculating the value of the deviance at each iteration, and
the deviance at the expected value of the unknown parameters ($D(\tilde{\theta})$).

Then we can calculate the 'effective' number of parameters ($p_0$) by subtracting $D(\tilde{\theta})$ from the average deviance from the 5000 iterations ($\bar{D}$).

The DIC diagnostic can then be used to compare models as it consists of the sum of two terms that measure the 'fit' and the 'complexity' of a particular model, $DIC = \bar{D} + p_0 = D(\tilde{\theta}) + 2p_0 = 2\bar{D} - D(\tilde{\theta})$.

Because the DIC is already penalized for model complexity (number of effective parameters), it is not compared to a frequency distribution. Rather, DIC values can be directly compared to one another. Models being compared do not need to be nested, and lower values indicate a better, more parsimonious model.

If the DIC value decreases by at least 10 points, the smaller value is considered to be a significant improvement (Jones, 2007, September 10-12). For the null model (Model A, Table 23) the DIC = 11916.80.

**Unconditional Growth Model**

Fitting the unconditional growth model depicting probability of having depression symptoms over time across individuals (Model B) was accomplished using the following expanded equation in which time was added:

resp$_{ijk}$ ~ Ordered Multinomial (Constant$_{jk} \pi_{ijk}$)

$\gamma_{0jk} = \pi_{0jk}$; $\gamma_{1jk} = \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk}$; $\gamma_{2jk} = \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk}$; $\gamma_{3jk} = \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk} + \pi_{3jk}$; $\gamma_{4jk} = \pi_{0jk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk} + \pi_{3jk} + \pi_{4jk}$; $\gamma_{5jk} = 1$

logit($\gamma_{0jk}$) = $\beta_0$Constant.($<=$CESD_SOM_REM_0)$_{ijk}$+$h_{jk}$

logit($\gamma_{1jk}$) = $\beta_1$Constant.($<=$CESD_SOM_REM_1)$_{ijk}$+$h_{jk}$

logit($\gamma_{2jk}$) = $\beta_2$Constant.($<=$CESD_SOM_REM_2)$_{ijk}$+$h_{jk}$

logit($\gamma_{3jk}$) = $\beta_3$Constant.($<=$CESD_SOM_REM_3)$_{ijk}$+$h_{jk}$

logit($\gamma_{4jk}$) = $\beta_4$Constant.($<=$CESD_SOM_REM_4)$_{ijk}$+$h_{jk}$

$h_{jk} = \beta_7$Time.01234$_{jk}$+$v_{5k}$Constant.01234

$[v_{5k}] \sim N(0, \Omega_v) : \Omega_v = [\sigma_{5k}^2]$
\[ \text{cov}(y_{sjk}, y_{rjk}) = y_{sjk} (1 - y_{rjk}) / \text{Constant}_{jk} \]

**Figure 10.** Unconditional growth model.

In Table 24, Model B is added for comparison with Model A.

| Table 24 Comparison of Null Model to Growth Model |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| **Parameter**                   | **Model A**                     | **Model B**                     |
| **Fixed effects**               |                                |                                |
| 0 Depression Symptoms \(y_{0jk}\) | 1.34*** (0.07)                 | 1.24*** (0.09)                 |
| \(\leq 1\) Depression Symptom \(y_{1jk}\) | 2.54*** (0.08)                 | 2.44*** (0.10)                 |
| \(\leq 2\) Depression Symptom \(y_{2jk}\) | 3.48*** (0.09)                 | 3.38*** (0.11)                 |
| \(\leq 3\) Depression Symptom \(y_{3jk}\) | 4.56*** (0.10)                 | 4.47*** (0.12)                 |
| \(\leq 4\) Depression Symptom \(y_{4jk}\) | 5.65*** (0.13)                 | 5.56*** (0.14)                 |
| Time \(\beta_{0}, 01234_{jk}\) | 0.06** (0.02)                  |                                |
| **Random parameters**           |                                |                                |
| Level: Person                   |                                |                                |
| Constant.01234/Constant.01234\(\sigma^2_{k}\) | 4.07*** (0.28)                 | 4.13*** (0.30)                 |
| **DIC:**                         | 11916.80                       | 11904.64                       |
| **pD:**                          | 954.20                         | 956.60                         |

*Note: Standard errors are in parentheses.*

DIC: Diagnostic Information Criterion;

**p**: estimated degrees of freedom;

***p \leq 0.001; **p \leq 0.01

Comparing the equations of Model A to Model B, it is clear that for each response category, the log-odds of k symptoms of depression went down slightly.

Adding time to the model resulted in an improved model fit (DIC = 11918.80 for the null model versus DIC = 11904.64 for the growth model). Also, model fit was not possible with time as a random effect and had to be added as a fixed effect. As with the null model, log-odds were transformed to cumulative probabilities using customized predictions in MLwiN, then unique probabilities were calculated. In Figure 11, the unique probabilities of depression symptoms were modeled for the null model.
Figure 11. Depression symptoms of whole sample over time.

The sample overall had a 67 percent probability of not having any depression symptoms in 2000. Over 8 years the probability increased by three percent to 70 percent in 2008. The sample overall had a 14 percent probability of having one depression symptom in 2000. Over 8 years the probability decreased by one percent to 13 percent. The sample overall had an eight percent probability of having two depression symptoms in 2000. Over eight years the probability decreased by one percent to seven percent. The sample overall had a six percent probability of having three depression symptoms in 2000. Over eight years the probability decreased by one percent to five percent. The sample had three percent probability over all eight years of having four depression symptoms. The sample had two percent probability over all 8 years of having five depression symptoms.

Conditional Growth Model
The conditioned growth model was expanded by adding explanatory variables (Model C) to the following equation:

\[ \text{resp}_{ijk} - \text{Ordered Multinomial (Constant}_{ijk}, \pi_{ijk}) \]
\[ \gamma_{0,jk} = \pi_{0,jk}; \gamma_{1,jk} = \pi_{0,jk} + \pi_{1,jk}; \gamma_{2,jk} = \pi_{0,jk} + \pi_{1,jk} + \pi_{2,jk}; \gamma_{3,jk} = \pi_{0,jk} + \pi_{1,jk} + \pi_{2,jk} + \pi_{3,jk}; \gamma_{4,jk} = \pi_{0,jk} + \pi_{1,jk} + \pi_{2,jk} + \pi_{3,jk} + \pi_{4,jk}; \gamma_{5,jk} = 1 \]
\[ \logit(\gamma_{0,jk}) = \beta_{0}\text{Constant.}(<=\text{CESD_SOM_REM_0})_{ijk} + h_{jk} \]
\[ \logit(\gamma_{1,jk}) = \beta_{1}\text{Constant.}(<=\text{CESD_SOM_REM_1})_{ijk} + h_{jk} \]
\[ \logit(\gamma_{2,jk}) = \beta_{2}\text{Constant.}(<=\text{CESD_SOM_REM_2})_{ijk} + h_{jk} \]
\[ \logit(\gamma_{3,jk}) = \beta_{3}\text{Constant.}(<=\text{CESD_SOM_REM_3})_{ijk} + h_{jk} \]
\[ \logit(\gamma_{4,jk}) = \beta_{4}\text{Constant.}(<=\text{CESD_SOM_REM_4})_{ijk} + h_{jk} \]
\[ h_{jk} = \beta_{7k}\text{Time.}01234_{jk} + \beta_{9}\text{Cancer.}01234_{jk} + \beta_{9}\text{Age.}01243_{jk} + \]
\[ \beta_{10}\text{No History of Depression.}01234_{jk} + \beta_{11}\text{Symptom Depression 1998.}01234_{jk} + \]
\[ \beta_{12}\text{White.}01234_{k} + \beta_{13}\text{Female.}01234_{k} + \beta_{14}\text{Life Expectancy.}01234_{jk} + \]
\[ \beta_{15}\text{Subjective Health.}01234_{jk} + \beta_{16}\text{Pessimism.}01234_{jk} + \beta_{17}\text{Optimism.}01234_{jk} + \]
\[ \beta_{18}\text{Education.}01234 + \beta_{19}\text{Retired.}01234_{jk} + \]
\[ \beta_{20}\text{Disabled, Unemployed, or Not in Workforce.}01234_{jk} + \]
\[ \beta_{21}\text{Healthplans.}01234_{jk} + \beta_{22}\text{Networth.}01234_{jk} + \]
\[ \beta_{23}\text{Psych Problems with Support.}01234_{jk} + \]
\[ \beta_{24}\text{Psych Problems No Support.}01234_{jk} + \beta_{25}\text{Social Support.}01234_{jk} + \]
\[ \beta_{26}\text{Spouse or Partner Present.}01234_{jk} + \beta_{27}\text{1 or More Days in Bed.}01234_{jk} + \]
\[ \beta_{28}\text{Comorbid Conditions.}01234_{jk} + \beta_{29}\text{Pain.}01234_{jk} + \]
\[ \beta_{30}\text{Difficulty with ADLs & IADLS.}01234_{jk} + v_{5k}\text{Constant.01234} \]
\[ [v_{5k}] \sim N(0, \Omega_v): \Omega_v = [\sigma_v^2] \]
\[ \text{cov}(\gamma_{s,jk}, \gamma_{r,jk}) = \gamma_{s,jk}(1 - \gamma_{r,jk})/\text{Constant}_{ijk} \ s <= r \]

Figure 12. Growth model with main effects.

Table 25 compares the null model with the unconditional growth model and the conditional growth model.

Table 25 *Comparison of Null Model, Growth Model and Growth Model with Main Effects.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model A</th>
<th>Model B</th>
<th>Model C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 Depression Symptoms(\gamma_{0,jk})</td>
<td>1.34*** (0.07)</td>
<td>1.24*** (0.09)</td>
<td>-0.79*** (0.19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Comparisons of the equations in Models A, B, and C again reveal that the log-odds of each response category went down slightly. Typically, positive logits are associated with increased probability of success; in this cumulative odds model "success" represents the probability of being at or below a given cut point (k symptoms). In terms of symptoms of depression, individuals beyond a given
cut point have more symptoms of depression, so negative logits are indicative of a kind of risk factor while positive logits indicate a kind of protective factor. Adding the explanatory variables to the model resulted in significantly improved fit (DIC = 11918.80 for the null model versus DIC = 11904.64 for the growth model versus DIC = 11559.53 for the conditioned growth model). As with the null model and the unconditional growth model, log-odds were transformed to cumulative probabilities using customized predictions in MLwiN, then unique probabilities were calculated. In Figure 13, the unique probabilities of depression symptoms for the whole sample controlling for main effects were modeled.

![Depression Symptoms of Whole Sample Over Time Controlling for Main Effects](image)

Figure 13. Depression symptoms of whole sample over time controlling for main effects.

Controlling for the main effects, the overall sample had a 33 percent chance of reporting one or more symptoms of depression in 2000 and by 2008, the chances of reporting any symptoms decreased to 23 percent. The largest
difference between this model and the null model was in the last 4 waves (2004, 2006, and 2008), with a reduction in the probability of reporting symptoms of depression across all symptom categories.

**Conditional Growth Model with Interaction Effects**

The conditioned growth model was expanded by adding interaction effects of cancer with the main effects (Model D) in the equation in Figure 14:

$$
\text{resp}_{ijk} \sim \text{Ordered Multinomial (Constant}_{jk} \pi_{ijk})
$$

$$
\gamma_{0jk} = \pi_{0ijk}; \gamma_{1jk} = \pi_{0ijk} + \pi_{1jk}; \gamma_{2jk} = \pi_{0ijk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk}; \gamma_{3jk} = \pi_{0ijk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk} + \pi_{3jk}; \gamma_{4jk} = \pi_{0ijk} + \pi_{1jk} + \pi_{2jk} + \pi_{3jk} + \pi_{4jk}; \gamma_{5jk} = 1
$$

$$
\logit(\gamma_{0jk}) = \beta_0 \text{Constant.}(<\text{CESD_SOM_REM}_0)_{ijk} + h_{jk}
$$

$$
\logit(\gamma_{1jk}) = \beta_1 \text{Constant.}(<\text{CESD_SOM_REM}_1)_{ijk} + h_{jk}
$$

$$
\logit(\gamma_{2jk}) = \beta_2 \text{Constant.}(<\text{CESD_SOM_REM}_2)_{ijk} + h_{jk}
$$

$$
\logit(\gamma_{3jk}) = \beta_3 \text{Constant.}(<\text{CESD_SOM_REM}_3)_{ijk} + h_{jk}
$$

$$
\logit(\gamma_{4jk}) = \beta_4 \text{Constant.}(<\text{CESD_SOM_REM}_4)_{ijk} + h_{jk}
$$

$$
h_{jk} = \beta_{7k} \text{Time.01234}_{jk} + \beta_9 \text{Cancer.01234}_{jk} + \beta_9 \text{Age.01243}_{jk} + \beta_{10} \text{No History of Depression.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{11} \text{Symptom Depression 1998.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{12} \text{Female.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{13} \text{Life Expectancy.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{14} \text{Subjective Health.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{15} \text{Pessimism.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{16} \text{Optimism.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{17} \text{Retired.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{18} \text{Disabled, Unemployed, or Not in Workforce.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{19} \text{Healthplans.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{20} \text{Psych Problems with Support.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{21} \text{Psych Problems No Support.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{22} \text{Social Support.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{23} \text{Spouse or Partner Present.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{24} \text{Days in Bed.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{25} \text{Difficulty with ADLs & IADLs.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{26} \text{Comorbid Conditions.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{27} \text{Cancer * Spouse or Partner Present.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{28} \text{Cancer * Life Expectancy.01234}_{jk} + \beta_{29} \text{Cancer * Female * Social Support.01234}_{jk} + v_{5k} \text{Constant.01234}
$$

$$
[v_{5k}] \sim N(0, \Omega_v) : \Omega_v = [\sigma_{5k}^2]
$$

$$
cov(\gamma_{sjk}, \gamma_{rjk}) = \gamma_{sjk}(1 - \gamma_{rjk})/\text{Constant}_{jk} s <= r
$$

**Figure 14.** Growth model with main effects and interaction effects.

Table 26 compares all models. Adding the interaction effects of cancer with the main effects to the model resulted in significantly improved fit (DIC = 112
11918.80 for the null model versus DIC = 11904.64 for the growth model versus DIC = 11559.53 for the conditioned growth model versus DIC = 11538.49 for the conditioned growth model with main and interaction effects). Examination of DIC diagnostics in MLWin in the final stage of model building revealed that with 50,000 iterations, effective sample sizes were more than adequate (ESS = 1022—9185). Significant two-way interaction effects were detected between cancer and each the following respectively: spouse/partner presence, and life expectancy. A significant three-way interaction effect was detected between having cancer, gender, and social support.
### Table 26 Comparison of All Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model A</th>
<th>Model B</th>
<th>Model C</th>
<th>Model D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 Depression Symptoms ($Y_{0jk}$)</td>
<td>1.34*** (0.07)</td>
<td>1.24*** (0.09)</td>
<td>-0.79*** (0.19)</td>
<td>-0.60*** (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;=1 Depression Symptom ($Y_{1jk}$)</td>
<td>2.54*** (0.08)</td>
<td>2.44*** (0.10)</td>
<td>0.45* (0.20)</td>
<td>0.65*** (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;=2 Depression Symptoms ($Y_{2jk}$)</td>
<td>3.48*** (0.09)</td>
<td>3.38*** (0.11)</td>
<td>1.43*** (0.20)</td>
<td>1.63*** (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;=3 Depression Symptoms ($Y_{3jk}$)</td>
<td>4.56*** (0.10)</td>
<td>4.47*** (0.12)</td>
<td>2.54*** (0.21)</td>
<td>2.75*** (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;= 4 Depression Symptoms ($Y_{4jk}$)</td>
<td>5.65*** (0.13)</td>
<td>5.56*** (0.14)</td>
<td>3.65*** (0.22)</td>
<td>3.86*** (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time ($\beta_2$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>0.06** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.16*** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.16*** (0.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having Cancer ($\beta_8$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.15)</td>
<td>-0.81** (0.26)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ($\beta_9$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.01)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.01)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No History of Depression ($\beta_{10}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>1.76*** (0.13)</td>
<td>1.82*** (0.14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Symptom History of Depression ($\beta_{11}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>0.72*** (0.16)</td>
<td>0.76*** (0.16)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being Female ($\beta_{12}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>-0.31** (0.11)</td>
<td>-0.35** (0.11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Expectancy ($\beta_{13}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>0.00*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.00*** (0.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Health ($\beta_{14}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>-0.29*** (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.32*** (0.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pessimism ($\beta_{15}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>-0.10* (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.12* (0.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimism ($\beta_{16}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>0.17*** (0.06)</td>
<td>0.20*** (0.07)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired ($\beta_{17}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled/Unemp/Not Work Force ($\beta_{18}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>-0.28* (0.14)</td>
<td>-0.31* (0.14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Health Plans ($\beta_{19}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.07)</td>
<td>-0.08 (0.07)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psych Problems with Support ($\beta_{20}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>-0.75*** (0.12)</td>
<td>-0.76*** (0.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psych Problems No Support ($\beta_{21}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.74)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.78)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Support ($\beta_{22}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>1.17*** (0.10)</td>
<td>1.10*** (0.19)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse or Partner Present ($\beta_{23}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>1.07*** (0.10)</td>
<td>0.98*** (0.11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 or More Days in Bed ($\beta_{24}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>-0.37** (0.10)</td>
<td>-0.37** (0.10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbid Conditions ($\beta_{25}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty with 1 or More ADLS and IADLS ($\beta_{26}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td>-0.42*** (0.09)</td>
<td>-0.46*** (0.10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having Cancer * Spouse or Partner Present ($\beta_{27}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.89*** (0.26)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having Cancer * Life Expectancy ($\beta_{28}$, 01234$_{jk}$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01* (0.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Having Cancer*Optimism($\beta_{29.01234_{jk}}$)  
Having Cancer*Female*Social Support($\beta_{30.01234_{jk}}$) 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level: Person</th>
<th>Random parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant.01234/Constant.01234($\sigma^2_{\delta k}$)</td>
<td>4.07*** (0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIC:</td>
<td>11916.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pD:</td>
<td>954.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units: Person</td>
<td>1384.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units: Measurement Occasion</td>
<td>6906.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units: Response</td>
<td>34530.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses. ***$p < 0.001$; **$p < 0.01$; *$p < 0.05$; DIC: Diagnostic Information Criterion, pD: estimated degrees of freedom.
Although having cancer and its interaction with optimism showed significance, the significance was in a different direction than the first order interaction between these two variables. Also, the effect was very small, indicating together that this was a suppressor variable in the model. “The term suppression can be understood to indicate that the relationship between the independent or causal variables is hiding or suppressing their real relationship with Y, which would be larger or possibly of opposite sign were they not correlated” (J. Cohen, et al., 2003). Therefore, this interaction is not modeled in the section below.

ICC was calculated on the final model using the same formula as used with the null model: \[ ICC = \frac{\tau_{00}}{\tau_{00} + 3.29} = \frac{1.78}{1.78 + 3.29} \], with \( \tau_{00} \) being the value of the intercept. Applying this formula to the final model (Model D, Table 26) suggested that 35 percent of the variance in depression symptoms was between people in 2000. This suggests that after adding all the explanatory variables to the model 20 percent of the between person variance was explained.

As with Models A, B, and C, log-odds were transformed to cumulative probabilities using customized predictions in MLwiN, then unique probabilities were calculated. In Figure 15, the unique probabilities of depression symptoms for the whole sample controlling for main effects were modeled. Adding the interaction effects to the model, then controlling for them, resulted in reduced probabilities of reporting depression symptoms in the third wave; specifically, the probability of reporting two symptoms in 2004 decreased by one percent.
Figure 15. Depression symptoms for whole sample over time controlling for all main and interaction effects in Model D

This next section details the unique probabilities of depression symptoms as modeled for each of the significant main effects (Figures 16 through 29). For these models it was assumed that the effect of all the variables on the log-odds of having k depression symptoms or lower is the same wherever k is fixed. For example, it was assumed that the effects of the different variables on the log-odds of having 0 depression symptoms was the same as the effect on the log-odds of having 4 or less depression symptoms.

**Demographics.** Figure 16 highlights the unique predicted probabilities of having zero, one, two, three, four or five symptoms of depression by gender.
Figure 16. Unique predicted probabilities of symptoms of depression by gender. Women were significantly more likely than men to report symptoms of depression across all symptom categories in Figure 16. The largest effect occurs in the one symptom category. As symptoms of depression increase, the difference between gender decreases.
Life course factors. Figure 17 highlights the main effect of cancer modeled as unique probabilities of k symptoms of depression.

Figure 17. Unique predicted probabilities of symptoms of depression by cancer history.
The graphs in Figure 17 confirm that those with cancer were less likely to report depression symptoms than those without cancer. Those with a history of cancer have a one percent lower probability than those without cancer of having one depression symptom; this percentage decreases as symptom categories increase from two symptoms through five symptoms. Therefore the first hypothesis is supported, indicating that people with cancer suffer less from depression symptoms than people without cancer. However, this effect was not very strong.

Figure 18 models main effect of history of depression as unique predicted probabilities of having k symptoms of depression.
As can be seen in Figure 18, those with a history of more symptoms of depression had a higher probability of reporting later symptoms of depression. The effect was largest for those with one, two, or three symptoms of depression; it decreased for those with four or five symptoms.

**Internal resources.** Figure 19 models main effect of **subjective health** as unique predicted probabilities of having k symptoms of depression.
Figure 19. Unique predicted probabilities of symptoms of depression by subjective physical health.
Those with poorer subjective physical health had greater likelihood of reporting depression symptoms (Figure 19); the effect was largest for those with one symptom. The effect size of subjective health decreased as number of depression symptoms increased.

Figure 20 models main effect of **subjective life expectancy** as unique predicted probabilities of having k symptoms of depression.
Figure 20. Unique predicted probabilities of symptoms of depression by subjective life expectancy.

Those with lower subjective life expectancy had highest probability of reporting depression symptoms. The effect was largest (Figure 20) for those with one or two symptoms and it decreased as the number of depression symptoms increases.

Figure 21 models main effect of optimism as unique predicted probabilities of having k symptoms of depression.
Figure 21. Unique predicted probabilities of symptoms of depression by level of optimism.

Those with higher levels of optimism had lower probabilities of reporting depression symptoms (Figure 21); the effect was largest for those with one or two symptoms and it decreased for those with three, four, or five symptoms of depression.

Figure 22 models main effect of **pessimism** as unique predicted probabilities of having \( k \) symptoms of depression.
Figure 22. Unique probabilities of symptoms of depression by level of pessimism.

In Figure 22 overall, those with lower pessimism scores reported less depression symptoms. The only symptom category where the effect was
reversed was with two symptoms of depression; for this group those who were highly pessimistic were less likely to report depression symptoms over time.

**External resources.** Figure 23 models main effect of employment as unique predicted probabilities of having k symptoms of depression.
Figure 23. Unique predicted probabilities of symptoms of depression by employment.

Overall, there was a small significant main effect for employment with those who were disabled, unemployed, or not in the work force on likelihood of reporting symptoms of depression (see Figure 23) compared to those working or retired; the effect was largest for those with one symptom of depression and it decreased as symptoms of depression increased.

Figure 24 models main effect of social support as unique predicted probabilities of having k symptoms of depression.
Figure 24. Unique predicted probabilities of symptoms of depression by social support.

Figure 24 models the moderate effect of social support on probabilities of k symptoms of depression. Those with low social support had the highest likelihood of reporting depression symptoms. The largest effect existed for those with one, two or three symptoms; as with other main effects, the effect size decreased as symptoms of depression increased.

Figure 25 models main effect of marital status as unique predicted probabilities of having k symptoms of depression.
Figure 25. Unique predicted probabilities of symptoms of depression by marital status.
A significant moderate effect of marital status was detected (see Figure 25) for k depression symptoms. Those with a spouse or partner present in the home were less likely to report depression symptoms than those with no partner presence. The effect was largest for those with fewer symptoms of depression and, as with other main effects, the effect of partner presence decreased as depression symptoms increased.

Figure 26 models main effect of **psychological problems and support** as unique predicted probabilities of having k symptoms of depression.
Figure 26. Unique predicted probabilities of symptoms of depression by psychological problems and support.

A significant moderate effect of psychological problems and support was detected in that those who had psychological problems with support were most likely to report symptoms of depression; they were followed by those with no psychological problems, while those with psychological problems and no support were least likely to report depression symptoms.

**Health-related resources.** Figure 27 models main effect of **days in bed** as unique predicted probabilities of having k symptoms of depression.
A small effect of bed days was detected on symptoms of depression, with those who had one or more days in bed having higher probability of depression symptoms (see Figure 27). As with all other main effects, the effect decreased as symptoms of depression increased.

Figure 28 models main effect of difficulty with ADLs and IADLs as unique predicted probabilities of having k symptoms of depression.
Figure 28. Unique predicted probabilities of symptoms of depression by difficulty with ADLs and IADLs.
Difficulty with one or more activities or instrumental activities of daily living (ADLs or IADLs) had a moderate effect on symptoms of depression (see Figure 28). The effect was similar to other main effects in that the largest effect existed for those with fewer symptoms; the effect decreased as symptoms increased.

**Interaction effects.** In adding the interaction effects, the second aim and hypothesis was addressed, namely to investigate if the main effects were different for those with and without cancers. In Figures 29 through 33 the probabilities of depression symptoms were modeled for each of the significant interaction effects. All interaction effects were modeled as a function of time.

Figures 29 and 30 highlight a significant large interaction effect between **cancer and having a partner present in the home**; in Figure 29 the unique probabilities of each symptom category are modeled. Figure 30 displays the combined probabilities of reporting one or more symptoms of depression for each group. Those with cancer who had a partner present had the lowest probability of reporting any symptoms of depression (one or more symptoms combined total was 19 percent). They were followed by those with no history of cancer who had a partner present in the home (one or more symptoms combined total was 23 percent).

Those with no cancer history and no partner present were more likely to report symptoms of depression than the first two groups (one or more symptoms combined total was 38 percent), but those with the highest likelihood of reporting depression symptoms were those with a cancer history who had no partner present (one or more symptoms combined total was 46 percent).
Cancer & Partner Present Interaction on Depression Symptoms Over Time

Figure 29. Cancer and partner presence interaction on unique probabilities of k depression symptoms.
Figure 30. Cancer and partner presence interaction on predicted probabilities of one or more depression symptoms.

Figures 31 and 32 show a moderate significant interaction effect between cancer and life expectancy; figure 31 models the unique probabilities of each symptom category, while Figure 32 models the combined probabilities of one or more symptoms of depression. This effect is moderate and similar to the cancer and partner presence interaction. Those with the lowest probability of reporting one or more depression symptoms are those with a history of cancer and high life expectancy (one or more symptoms combined total was 21 percent). They were followed by those with no cancer history and high life expectancy, then those with no cancer history and low life expectancy (one or more symptoms combined total was 26 percent and 31 percent respectively). Finally, those with
the highest probability of reporting symptoms of depression were those with a cancer history and low life expectancy (one or more symptoms combined total was 21 percent).
Figure 31. Cancer and life expectancy interaction on unique probabilities of k depression symptoms.
Figure 32. Cancer and life expectancy interaction modeled as predicted probabilities of one or more symptoms of depression.

Figure 33 models the combined probabilities of one or more symptoms of distress for the large interaction effect between cancer, gender, and social support. Unique probabilities are not presented here due to the complexity of such a figure. Those with the lowest likelihood of reporting one or more symptoms of depression were women with a cancer history and high social support (one or more symptoms combined total was 16 percent). Men with high social support followed; those with cancer had 18 percent probability of reporting depression symptoms and those without cancer followed at 19 percent. Women with no cancer and high social support came next with a 23 percent probability of reporting depression symptoms. Men with low social support had a 29 percent probability of reporting depression symptoms if they had a cancer history while
men with low social support and no cancer history had a probability of 30 percent. Those with the highest probability of reporting one or more depression symptoms were women with cancer and low social support at 45 percent).
Figure 33. Cancer, gender, and social support interaction on unique probabilities of one or more depression symptoms.
Summary

In each step, the model fit improved significantly using the DIC statistic. Overall, 33 percent of sample reported one or more depression symptoms in 2000, and by 2008 the number decreased to 30 percent. Keeping all main effects constant, those with cancer had one percent lower probability of depression symptoms over time than those without cancer.

In the overall sample the following significant main effects were found: for demographics and life course factors, being female, not having a history of cancer, and having a history of distress all resulted in higher distress over time. Among internal resources that increased distress over time were poorer subjective health, lower life expectancy, lower optimism, and higher pessimism. Among external resources, being disabled/unemployed/not in workforce, lower social support, having no spouse or partner present in the home, and having psychological problems with support resulted in higher distress. Finally, among health related resources more days in bed and difficulty with one or mode ADLs or IADLs resulted in higher distress.

Significant two-way interaction effects were detected between having cancer and the following: absence of spouse/partner in the home and lower life expectancy resulted in higher probabilities of one or more depression symptoms. Finally, a significant three-way interaction effect was found between cancer history, gender, and social support. There was a large protective factor of cancer history against distress for women with high social support, but cancer history...
was a risk factor for distress among women with low social support. For men, the history of cancer resulted in a very small, one percent lower likelihood of reporting distress in each of the levels of social support. The largest difference between men and women was detected among those with cancer and low social support; among this group, one third of the men reported distress while almost half of the women reported distress.

The next chapter discusses the relevance of these findings, specifically addressing the implications for future health social work practice and education, and oncology social work research.
CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION

The facts are always friendly, every bit of evidence one can acquire, in any area, leads one that much closer to what is true.

~Carl Rogers

This chapter will discuss the implications of the results presented in the prior chapter. First, the findings of the analyses will be discussed, along with their convergence or divergence with previous literature. Next, practice and education implications will be presented. Finally, strengths, limitations, and future research implications will be delineated.

Using nationally representative longitudinal study data and a multilevel modeling methodology, this study responded to the following questions: (1) Is there a significant relationship between older cancer survivors' life course factors, internal, external, and health-related resources, and emotional distress over time?; and (2) How is this relationship different for those older adults with a cancer diagnosis vs. those without a cancer diagnosis? The findings will be discussed as they relate to the specific aims and hypotheses:

Specific Aim 1: To determine if older adults with cancer differ in their emotional distress levels from those without cancer over a period of eight years.

Hypothesis 1: Older adults with cancer will have a different eight year emotional distress change trajectory than those without cancer.

Findings supported this research hypothesis in that a small difference was found between the trajectories of the two groups. Among this nationally
representative sample of older adults, overall, about 33 percent were distressed in 2000 and by 2008 this number reduced to 30 percent. Over time, older adults with cancer had a lower likelihood of reporting emotional distress than those without cancer.

Controlling for all the effects in the model, in 2000, 32 percent of those with a history of cancer in the past two years reported distress; this finding supports prior research findings with mixed cancer samples in which about one-third of those with cancer are distressed (Carlson, et al., 2004; Fallowfield, et al., 2001; Farber, et al., 1984; Sellick & Edwardson, 2007; Stefanek, et al., 1987; Zabora, et al., 2001). Similar to the longitudinal findings of Polsky, et al. (2005), likelihood of distress decreased over time for those with cancer. The probabilities of distress decreased by two to three percent per study wave; by 2008, the probability of reporting distress for those with a cancer history decreased to 22 percent. When specifically examining where the decrease occurred, it was those with less distress (one, two or three symptoms) who tended to improve over time while those with higher distress (four or five symptoms) tended to stay highly distressed. Across all waves, those with no history of cancer were one percent more likely to report distress than those with a cancer history.

The findings related to the second aim and hypothesis will next be discussed along with the relevant theories presented in Chapter 2.

**Specific Aim 2:** To determine if differences and changes in life course factors, internal, external, and health-related resources within and between older
adults will have a differential effect on eight year emotional distress change trajectories for those with and without a cancer diagnosis.

**Hypothesis 2:** Differences in life course factors, internal, external, and health-related resources within and between older adults will have a differential effect on eight year emotional distress change trajectories for individuals with and without a cancer diagnosis.

Results of this study supported this hypothesis. For those with a history of cancer, distress trajectories were moderated by partner presence in the home, life expectancy, and the combined effects of gender and social support.

One of the theoretical aims of the study was to examine life course factors and their influence on long term distress patterns among those with cancer. Results supported life course theory in that emotional distress is predicted, in part, by prior emotional distress; it also supports the life course notion that life events, like cancer, influence trajectories of emotional distress. There was a small but significant protective factor of cancer on distress over time. Age was not supported as a predictor of emotional distress among those with a history of cancer.

A second theoretical grouping was that of internal resources; all of these variables significantly affected distress in the sample as a whole. Yet, in examining them as interaction effects with cancer, subjective physical health and dispositional optimism were not ultimately significant predictors of distress. There was, however, a small interaction effect of cancer and life expectancy on distress. Cancer acted as a protective factor for older adults with longer life
expectancy, but a history of cancer became a significant risk factor for distress for those older adults with a low life expectancy. This highlights the value of the internal subjective appraisals posited by stress and coping theory and the personal characteristics resources of COR theory and their effect on distress; support is provided here for the notion among these theorists that when demands exceed resources, distress results.

Mixed support was found for the third theoretical grouping, external resources, favored by the conservation of resources theorists. Hobfoll's energy resources (2002), such as education, net worth, and health insurance status had, unfortunately, no significant effects on distress in the overall sample. Yet, being disabled/unemployed/not in workforce, having lower social support, having no partner present in the home, and having psychological support (for those with psychological problems) all resulted in higher emotional distress levels.

Among those with cancer, an interesting picture emerged. A large protective factor of cancer existed for older adults with a partner present in the home, but with no spousal presence, cancer history became a significant risk factor for emotional distress. This finding provides very strong support for all three theories discussed earlier as all highlight the value of social support, and human relationships in particular (life course theory's linked or interdependent lives, COR's condition resources, and social support of stress and coping theory).

Interestingly, significant interactions between cancer, gender, and social support emerged; once again, having a history of cancer served as a protective
factor for both men and women with high social support, while having low social support and a history of cancer resulted in higher risk of distress for both genders. The effect was very large for women and small for men. These findings also support all three theories with regard to social support as discussed above; yet for men, a cancer history only resulted in a small, one percent difference in distress levels across levels of social support.

Mixed results were found among the health-related resources; among the objective physical health measures, co-morbid conditions and pain were not significant predictors of distress, but spending one or more days in bed significantly increased distress in the overall sample, over time. Among the measures of physical functioning, having difficulty with one or more ADLs or IADLs also significantly increased distress. These findings provided some general support for stress and coping and COR theories, as both identify physical health as important resources.

An interesting question arises as to whether the lack of significance for co-morbid conditions and pain might provide support for the notion of timing of events posited by Elder in life course theory (2002, November); might their non-significance indicate that comorbid conditions, and even pain, were considered by participants as normal events in aging and therefore, "on-time", thus not distressing?

None of the health-related resources interacted with cancer in affecting distress over time in this group of older adults. This finding did not support prior literature (Institute of Medicine, 2007; Ronson & Body, 2002; Spiegel, et al.,
1994), but this may have been due to the fact that these resources could be less linked to cancer in the survivorship phase.

**Implications for Health Social Work Practice and Education**

Health social work practitioners and educators can be informed by understanding that long term adjustment to cancer involves more than a "fighting spirit". Internal resources are important, but there is much support for the person-in-environment work of social workers. Social workers are experts at helping people find external resources.

Perhaps the greatest areas for social work support are in how cancer affects relationships and how relationships—especially the presence of a spouse or partner in the home—affect emotional adjustment to illness. While there is some difficulty in exploring the implications of this finding—as much more information is needed to fully understand it—findings highlight the need for ensuring that partnered older adults remain together. An important social work intervention with those affected by cancer might include a creative exploration of ways to help patients who need physical rehabilitation stay in their homes—with their partners—if they express this as an important goal when receiving cancer care. The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) is supporting this concept by including provisions designed to provide new options for states to provide home and community-based services in their Medicaid plans. The efforts of Congress to include these provisions in the ACA encourages state Medicaid plans to shift resources away from nursing homes and other forms of institutional care towards home and community-based settings in support of the concept of
“aging in place” (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2012). Other promising ACA initiatives include Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute whose goals include researching patient informed models of care. There is much opportunity for social work to inform the implementation of these initiatives and research.

Findings support the need to focus social work support on those with lower life expectancy, even eight years or more post cancer diagnosis. Many local and national community based supportive services are available to help these individuals, like the American Cancer Society, Cancer Support Community, Cancer Care, Inc., Association of Oncology Social Work, and Friend for Life. Survivorship care programs, such as those supported by LIVESTRONG and Journey Forward provide models for long term follow up of those affected by cancer.

Conclusion

Limitations of the Study

Threats and limitations related to the design used in this existing data study should be acknowledged. Most importantly, the choice and measurement of variables was limited to those measured in the HRS; thus, for example, type of cancer could not be differentiated because participants were not asked to clarify specific cancer diagnoses. This is an important limitation as certain cancers are known to cause greater distress than others (i.e. lung and brain cancers) (Zabora, et al., 2001). Stage of cancer was also not measured, and differences exist in levels of distress between those with earlier and later cancer stages (Carlson & Bultz, 2003). Additionally, there is the possibility that there were
individuals who were diagnosed with cancer between the 1998 and 2000 waves who did not participate in the 2000 wave due to advanced or aggressive cancers or death. Had they been able to participate, even for only one wave, the differences in distress between the two groups may have looked very different. This leads to another important limitation related to racial representation in this study. It is well known that African Americans are diagnosed with cancer later than whites, they are also diagnosed in more advanced stages and they have shorter life expectancies (Institute of Medicine, 2003). This study highlights that knowledge as there was a difference in the racial makeup of those with a cancer history and those without (87 percent and 81 percent respectively). Given this knowledge, and the underrepresentation of African Americans and other racial groups in this study, conclusions should not be drawn about long term distress and cancer in these groups. This is also the case for those in lower socioeconomic groups.

Instances of distress symptomatology between the biennial interviews may have been missed; however enduring episodes were more likely to be identified. It is important to note that the measure of distress in this study was not cancer specific; therefore, even for participants with cancer, levels of distress may have been related to other factors. However, the use of the CES-D has been growing in popularity in oncology over the past several years (Pirl, 2010). Ever present measurement error (Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006) is a consideration, although rigorous attempts to limit systematic measurement error have been made by HRS researchers as it is a threat to the internal validity of a
study (Hauser & Willis, 2005; Health and Retirement Study, 2008; Steffick, et al., 2000). Random errors, in which scores on the measure of distress, the CES-D, could be affected by the random fluctuations in how each participant felt on any given day, are less of a concern due to repeated measures.

Another possible threat to internal validity is history, which include events that coincide in time with the manipulation of the independent variable (Rubin & Babbie, 2008); one such threat might be illnesses of significant others which may affect distress levels of participants. Finally, while there may be other important resource factors that influence emotional distress which are measured by the HRS study, inclusion of too many variables would lead to a complex model and complicated analysis.

**Strengths of the Study**

One of the strengths of this study was its use of a longitudinal growth model in which time variant variables were examined five times over the eight year period which provided for the explicit measurement of and accounting for the effects of maturation in the sample. Additionally, panel studies are considered more powerful and accurate than trend and cohort studies because they study the same individuals over time (Rubin & Babbie, 2008). The use of a nationally representative probabilistic sample which included oversamples of minority populations is another strength which increases the external validity of the design. This study answers a timely and relevant question about older adults' long term adjustment to cancer.

**Future Research**
Social work provides the much needed ecological approach to the study of cancer. Future research should explore prospective multilevel cohort designs and three way interactions between various cancer types and stages, and predictor variables. These future studies could focus solely on the marital status/social support/partner presence variables, along with gender differences, and could explore theories of attachment, fear of dependence issues, etc. While the goal of understanding long term distress in a group of cancer survivors was met, the important social work value of social justice mandates further exploration of the issue of race in research. With regard to increasing participation of racial and ethnic minorities in future research, prospective designs might include community based participatory approaches and an awareness of important enablers (such as working with community agencies and gatekeepers who share a common vision with researchers and gaining the trust of potential respondents), and barriers (such as demanding too much from these same community agencies and gatekeepers and ignoring factors that could delay the completion of the research) (Mier et al., 2006).
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*End of Life Nursing Education Consortium (ELNEC), Certified Trainer*
  - American Association of Colleges of Nursing and City of Hope National Medical Center, 2011-present

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES

Gilda’s Club Louisville volunteer (2008-present)

Psychosocial Facilitator for Casting for Recovery Retreats for women with breast cancer (2006–present)
PROFESSIONAL AND PATIENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS


INVITED ACADEMIC PRESENTATIONS AND SYMPOSIA


CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (Refereed Papers and Posters)


CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (Refereed Papers and Posters) CONTINUED


CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (Refereed Papers and Posters) CONTINUED


CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (Refereed Papers and Posters) CONTINUED


BIBLIOGRAPHY

Peer-reviewed Publications


**Book Chapters**
